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Holland City News.
*
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HOLLAND,

47.

gnus.

H., Livery and Sale Stable;
Office of Daily Stage Line to Sangatuck, 9th
street, near Market.

-

ElUl

•

“This

v

Wagonmakin and Blacksmithi.

PUULISUBD EVERY SATURDAY AT

SATURDAY, JANUARY

VTIBBKLINK, J.

1

A weekly~"newspapee,

BUCITY,

MICIL,

lYUKEMA J. A C. Wagon and Blacksmith
LJ Shop. Horse-shooingand all kinds ofrepairing

done. Eighth Street a

few doors west of River.

OFFICE: VAN LANDEGKND’S BLOCK.

.

so

“
“

“

1

A

I

of

Hugger Millt: Steam Saw and Flour
(

Yearly advertisers have the privilege of three
changes.

Mills.)near foot of 8th street.

BusinessCards in City Directory, not over three
lines, $2.00 per annum,

yERBEEK,

Grain, Feed, Eto.
Wheat, white ^ bushel ......

new @

Corn,

W..&

shelled

83

............28
............
@

@

bushel

CO., Proprietorsof the
Oats, # bushel ............ .......
27
Phoenix Planing Mill. All kinds of buildBuckwheat, V bushel
40
ing
material
furnished
at
Grand
Rapids
prices.
Noticesof Births, Marriages, and Deaths pubBrun, V ton ....................... M 00
lished whitout charge for subscribers.
Feed, w ton ....................
18 00
An Z before the Subscriber’sname will donote YITILMS, P. U. Manufacturerof Wooden, and
^ 100 lb ..................... 125
Iron
and
Wood
combiuatlon
Pumps.
Corthe expiration of the Subscription.Two ZZ sigBarley, V 100 lb ................... 1 20
10th and River streets.
nify that no paper will be continuedafter date.
Middling,# 100 lb ................. 85
Flour, #10© lb .....................213
l£T All advertising bills collectable quarterly.
Notary Public*
Pearl Barley, 100 lb ..............3 00
4 00
l)03T, HENRY D., Real EiUte and Ininrance
Keats, Eto.
Agent, Notary Public aud Conveyancer; ColBoef, dressed per lb ............
3 @4
lections made in Hollandand vicinity.
Pork, **
......................
q 3
................................
6 @8
\I7ALSU, U., Notary Public, Conveyancer,
8 @10
and Insurance Ageut. Office, City Drug Smoked Meat ...............
’• Ham ...........................7 <@ 9
Store, bib street.
Chicago A West Michigan R. R.
Shoulders .....................
5 @ 7
Tallow, per lb ..........................
6
Phriieiaui
Turkeys.
“
..........................
7 @9
Taken Effect, Wednesday Jan. 1, 1879.
ti
A NNIS, T. E., Physician;residence, opposite Chickens,dressed per lb .............
i\ S. VV. cor. Public Square.
Arrive
Leave

V

II.

.

"

TT

®

I

gail goads.

“

al

Rapids.
“
a.m.
" “
“ t p.m.
m.
“
"
“
“ “&
m.
a.m.
“
*' f
“
“
“
i
“ “ *

Grand

m.

f 5.15 “
8.30 p.m.

Muskegon,Pentwater

&

Big Rapids. *10.25

5.25 a. m.
3.35 p.m.

u.

10.55

t 9.25 p.

New Buffalo
Chicago. I

f EDEBOER,
office
L. S.

-

O

North.
2. STATIONS.
p.

m.

I

I

IGGINS, B. P.

V

Tobacco aud Cigars.

ROLLER, G. J., General dealer In Tobacco,

A

Cigars, Snull, Pipes, etc.; Eighth street.
Watch** and Jewelry.

I

O

OSLIN A BREYM AN, Watchmakers, Jewelers,

and dealers in Fancy Goods; Corner of Market aud Eighth Street.

tomtits.

Holland. Mich.
Close connectionsmade at Allegan with 0. R.
. R. R. and L. S. ifc M. S. for Plainwell,Kalamazoo Ft. Wayne, Cleveland, &c., Ac.

f irfdorj).

common

ago. He

a few years

depths. He

v

drunkard

is caused, I

learned after much research, by the ether-

fell to the lowest eal part of the alcohol going straight to the

dust. His outside of these cells. Now,

grovelled in the

I drink

If

milk,” continued the Doctor, “or eat food,

him.

it

But

at the last

moment, when ready

to die,

this man’s friends tried this won-

derful

remedy.

will take It four hours to pass through

digestiveorgans, be taken up In the
days his appetite blood, and be passed to the nerve cells,
came back, and in a week be gnined the from which the brain is fed; while if I
use of his tongue, hands, and brain. Then drink alcohol it will go straight to the
color came to bis cheeks, and in two weeks nerve cells in three minutes. This shows
he was a cured mao. He had no longing that alcohol is not digested. It is not food.
for liquor. He postively hates the sight It is a poisonous fluid electricity,which
the

In four

of it. His wife and children are delighted, goes over the sensitive nerves as electricity

and to-morrowthis reformed and cured goes over a wire, straight to the outside

drunkard is to be married again to the of the nerve cells, which it stimulates
loving wife who had to leave him a year artificially, when they should be stimulated
naturally through the blood.

ago."

“If the spirit part of alcohol,” continued

“Is this medicine a secret?”

“No, not
lar

many

one, and
his

all. Dr. D’Unger

al

practioner. He
of

discovery.

him, and he

I

is a regu-

“were

digested like soup, the
it

ils

our physicians are using poisonous propertiesas they extract the
will give you

will tell you

Armed with Mr.
“You

the Doctor,

every kidneys and liver would extract from

tells the secret to

a

note to injurioussalts from our food, aud this

by a

Medill’s note, I called stimulated unnaturally

are just In time,” said the
call

on

Once

poison would never reach the brain.

about it.”

poisonous

substance like whiskey, the nerve cells

Doctor,

a patient now

call for larger

by a

and larger doses, till by and

man can drink two

quarts of whiskey

who, though a rich man, has been a de- or eat seventy grains of morphine t day.
bauched drunkard for three years, and a Cinchonarubra stops the call for alcohol.”

For

“Dues not red Peruvian bark aud alco-

six

Then
why
can
one
cure
the
other?”
I asked.
child. His memory was even gone. He
“Well, alcohol is a fermented,distilled
has been taking my medicine for four
stimulant,
with poison in it, while my
days.”
weeks be has been iu bed as helpless as

-

hol both stimulate the nerve cells?

it

Doctor, medicine is a natural stimulant,containing no poison; so my medicine stltoulales
as we gave our hats to the servants.
“Oh, no! he’s in the parlor reading- the nerves, and, not being poisonous, al“Is

Mr.

jn bed ?” asRed the

lays inflammation— that is, it holds the

walk ini"

makes no difference how many Physicians,or how much medicine you have
fried, it is now an establishedfact that
German Syrup is the only remedy which
has given complete satisfactionin severe
cases of Lung Diseases. It is true there
are yet thousands of persons who are predisposed to Throat and Lung Affections,
Consumption, Hemorrhages,Asthma, Severe Colds self led on the Bi east, Pneumonia, Whooping Cough, &c., w ho have
no personal knowledge of Boschee’sGer
man Syrup. To such we would say that
50,000 dozen were sold last year without
one complaint. Consumptives try just one
bottle. Regular size 75 cents. Sold by
all Druggistsin America.

Is this yel-

wife, a lovely woman, got a divorce from

And

It

Sad&lir*.

'J^E

7-1

asked myself what

I

“Yes, repeatedly. Why, one of our mal look of the cells? It
first citizens became a

steady drinker for fifteen years.

A Remarkable Result,

the leading Photographer.Gallery opposite this office.

FRED. H. MAY, Manager.
Leavenworth,Oen'l Freight Agent.
W. BAUMGARTKL, Age-ti,

§ttisittwsi

LAZE SHOES

Selll Tickets to principal points In the United
Sta’es and Canada. Through bills ol Lading iasned
aud rates given for fielght to all points east and
weat. Information as to routes and connections
for travellers,and rates of freight for shippers,
cheerfmly furnished at the

Photographer.

aud dealer in
Harness, Trunks, Saddles aud Whips;
Eighth street.

20 Muskegon, 2 20 7 U0
11 47 Ferrysburg, 2 53 7 45
11 42 Grand Haven, 2 57 7 55
11 12 Pigeon, 8 20 8 40
10 4-1 Holland, 3 53 9 50
10 25 Fillmore, 4 17 10 *0
3 45 9 35 Allegan, 5 18 11 45
12

d KIM

RAILHOAD,

Chicago Depot, Holland, Mich,

l^AUPELL, H., Manufacturer of

Going South.
No. 3. No. 1,
p. in. a. m.

CHICAGO

GENT,

“Now,

low deposit and what causes this abnor-

“I’m just going to
A

<m

R. Meengs’ Drug Store, 8tb S;reet.

Effect,Sunday, Dec. 8, 1878.

Ooiag
No.-t. No.

K. C.

F, S., Physician and Suigeon;

yellow, yeasty-looking deposit.

the medicine tried, Mr.

Medill?”

MATRAU,

FREIGHT AND TICKET

at residence, on Eighth street,near Chi.
K. R. crossing.

12.15 “
VfC CULLOCH THOS., Physician, Surgeon and
5.10
* 10 45 a.m. •LA Accoucher. Office,Van Patten’s Drugstore,
Holland,Michtgau.
8.25 p. m.
9.35 “
5.55
D CHOUTKN, R. A. City Poystcian. Office at D.

—

H. C.

Surgeon: Office
corner Eleventh and River street oppcaite
public square.

A M.

Grand Haven Rail Road.

P-«n.
7 50
7 10
7 00
ti 15
5 35
4 55

F EDEBOER, B. Physicianand

AA

“You have seen

on Dr. D’Unger at the Palmer House.

±J

1.50

-

Taken

A 311, H. L. Surgeons and Physicians. Office at
1A. their residence,Overysel,Mich.

±J

0.10 “

*

• Mixed trains,
+ Daily except Snndav and Monday,
t Daily except Saturday.
I Mondays only.
All other trainsdally except Sundays.
All trains on this road, will be run by Chicago
time which is 20 minutes later thau Columbus
time.

f
.«

@8
@8

Holland. \

\ 2 00 a.

11.55
9,20

positive aversion to liquor."

“

TV

Train*. Holland,

one of the most wonderful dis- sensorial ganglia. I found by dissecting

is

@

“

X “

359.

the brain of a man who had died of
actually cured 2,800 cases of Ihe worst deHrium tremcna that the cells of the
Produce, Eto.
forms of intemperance.He takes men (fuadrigeminnl body, or the cells that
Apples, $ bunhel ................ $ 20
25
Beans, fl bushel ...................1 5o <& .
debauched by liquor for years— takes a send the nerves to the eye, were in an unButter, # lb .....................n
Clover seed, $ lb .................. ig used-up,demented, loathsome sot, and in natural state on the outside, while within
Eggs, $ dozen..
.............. (& ig ten days makes a well man of him, with a the nerve cells themselves I discovered a

V

2
8 “

NO.

coveriesof the age. Dr. D’Unger has

Honey, $tt> .......................
Hay, p ton .......................
...
0. J. D0ESBUR&, Editor and Publisher.
I)UTKAU A VAN ZoKREN, New Meat Mar- Onions. $ bushel ................(ft 35
Potatoes, ^ bushel ............... 40
MBHS or StJBSOBIPTIONi—12.00 p#r7«»r is iiunc». IJ ket, nearcornerEighth and Fish Street. All Timothy Seed, V bushel. ....v ..... (& 125
kinds ol sausages cousiantiy on hand.
Wool, lb ......................
/OB HBINTINO PUOMPTLT AND NEATLY DONE.
UITE.J., Dealer in all kinds of meats and
Wood, Staves, Eto,
. vegetables ; Meat Market on 8th street.
Cordwood, maple, dry .....................$ 2 50
TERMS OF ADVERTISING:
green ...................
2 00
One square of ten lines, (nonpareil,) 75 cents yANDERHAAR, H., Dealer In Fresh, Salt,
beach, dry ................. 2 00
and Smoked Meats and Vegetables; paper
ior tirst insertion, and 25 cents for each subsegreen .............. . 1 75
quent insertion for any period under three and twine; 8th street.
Hemlock Bark ..................... @4 00
months.
Staves, pork, white oak ..............@10 00
8 X. I 6 M. I 1 T.
Staves, Tierce,
12 00
Manufaotoriu, Mllli, Shopi, Stc.
Heading bolts, soft wood ........... @ 2 51
1 Square .......
350 5 00 I 8 00
bolts, hardwood ..................
2 75
•• .........
5 0o
8 00
10 00
LTKALD, R.K., Manufactnrcr of andDealerin Heading
bolls, softwood ....... ................ 2 25
........
8 00 10 00 j 17 00
II Agricultural Implements ; commission agent Stave
Stave bolts, hardwood ...................
8 uo
Column ........
10 00
17 00 | 25 00 for Mowing Machinea- cor. 10th sc River street.
Railroad ties, ...............................
10
17 00 25 00 I 40 Oti
*' .........
m .....................’....a 2 00
1 ^
.........
25 00 40 00 | ti5 00
PAUEL8, VAN PUTTEN A CO., Proprietors Shingles,
Mint Marksti.

WHOLE

1879.

4,

there was this drunkard, still weak,

the Doctor forced out, and the ceils accustom themselves to receive their stimulus naturally
he had any longing for liquor
through the arteries. It stops all craving

but mentally
asked him

if

be said:

cured. When

“No, none whatever. I have eaten the
best meal this morning that I
iu fifteen years.

pressed.
a

I

cells open until the morbid deposit is

have eaten

I am not mentally

am strong, and

I

de-

wouldn’t take

drink of liquor for the world, and

—

for alcohol.”

“Please explain the passage of food and
poisoned alcohol to the brain again,”

I

said.

“Well,

when

a

man

drinks alcohol

It

”

“Oh, Doctor!" interruptedhis wife, as

goes, like electricity, straight to the nerve
cells; thence to the eye through the optic

have saved
nerve;
George, and we are so happy!" and then

she took both his hands, “you

then to the brain,

making a man

talk lively; then to the spinal centre, lim-

her eyes filled with tears of Joy,

“Will that man ever drink again?” I

bering the back; then

to tlie

muscular sys-

tem; and, when it filiallygets to the
&
asked the Doctor.
stomach, be vomits. Food goes just tbo
“No, I’ve never bad a patient cured by
I. 0. of 0- F.
Ad Honest Medicine.
opposite way. Food goes to the stomach
cinchona rubra return' to drink again.
Holland City Lodge, No. 192, Independent Order
Of all medicines advertised to cure any
first then into the blood, then to the heart,
of Odd Fellows, bolus Its regular meetings at Odd
They hate the sight of liquor."
Fellow's Hall, HollandMich., on Tuesday Evening affection of the Throat, Chest or Lungs,
and
finally through the arteries to tho
of each week
we know of none we can recommend so
“Now, Doctor.” I said, “what did you
Visiting brothers are cordially invited.
.

Butk.au,N. G.

highly as Dr. King's

hew

Discoveryfor
Consumption,Coughs, Colda, Asthma,
Attorneyi.
R. A. Scuouten, R. S.
Bronchitis, Hay Fever, Hoarseness, TickTTOWARD, M. D., Claim Agent, Attorneyand
ling in the Throat, loss of voice, elc. This
UL Notary Public: River street.
F. & A. M.
medicine does positively cure, and that
A
Rboulab
Communication
of Unity Lodoe*
"IfC BRIDE, P. 11., Attoruey and Counselor at
where everything else has failed. No med191, F. A A. M., will be held at Masonic Hall,
IVl Law, and Proctor In Admiralty.No. 11 No.
Holland,
Mich.,
on
Wednesday
evening.
Jan, icine can show one half so many positive
River street.
8, at 7* o’clock, sharp.
and permanent clires as have already been
„ „
Otto Bbktman. W. M.
effected by this truly wonderful remedy.
rpEN EYCK, J., Attorneyat Law and Collecting
C. B. Wynn*, Sec'i/.
Agent. Otllcein Kenyon & Van Putteu's bang
For Asthma and Bronchitis it is a perfect
Eighth street. f
specific,curing the very worst cases in the
shortest time possible. We say by all
Banking and Sxchanga.
means give it a trial. Trial bottlet ten
•yAN PUTTEN JACOB, Banking and Colcents. Regular size $1.00. For sale by
lectlug, Drafts bought aud sold; Kightn
Heber Walsh, Holland, Mich.
9-ly
W

_

A

V
atroet.

NOTICE.

The undersigned,Dr. L. E Best, having
settled in the city of Grand Rapids, offers
rvE G ROOT, L. barber. Hair cutting, shaving, his services as a Physician, Surgeon and Acshampooning, hair-dyeing, etc., done at rea coucheur to the public at large, and
•enable rates. Barber shop next door to the City
whereas he pays particularattentionto
14-ly
cltronic diseases, and fine surgery, he has
Commission Merchant.
concluded to stop at the City Hotel, iu the
T>EACH BRO’3, Commission Merchants, and City of Holland, on Saturday of each week,
1J dealers In Grain, Flour and Produce. Hign- where he can be consulted during ihe
est market price paid for wheat. Offlca In Brick day.
•tore cor. Eighth A elsh Btreets,Holland, Mich. 17
L. E. BEST, M. D.
Grand Rapids, Nov. 25 1878.
Defltist.
Barhen.

U

Hotel.

EE, D. M.^Deutal Surgeon; residenceand offlee on Eighth street, opposite Van Raalte's
Bhoc store.

VJ

Brags and Medlolnss.

N.

K.

finest

T^OESBURG, J. O., Dealer

In Drugs and Medicines, Paints aud Oils, Brushes,«fcc. Phy•iclan’s prescrlptlona carefully put up: Eighth st.

Fairbank’s tin caddy Lard can

be found at E.

J.

Harrington. Tide

is

the

and best Lard for family use in the

United States.

A-J

E. J.

HARRINGTON

brain.”

give the patient? or, in other words, tell

“Then red Peruvian bark stimulates
your mediciue
and builds up the nerve cells until they
is, how you prepare it, and how any one
begin to receive nutrition from the blood?”
may give it so as to cure an habitual
“Yes, that’s it. Tho only credit I claim
drunkard—I mean a drunkard with
is making this discovery and discovering
inflamed eyes, trembling hands, bloated
the location of the disease known as
body, and intellect shattered by habitual
me

in plain English what

dipsomania.”

drink.”

“My

medicine,”said the Doctor, “can

bo bought at any first-class drug store. It
is

red Peruvian bark {cinchonarubra).

Quinine

Now,

is

from

the

yellow bark

(calisaga).

there are eighty varieties of

this

“How

did you discover that red cin-

chona bark would cure drunkedness?”

“Well, I

first

discovered it

down

in

Maryland, twelve years ago. An account
was published in The Sun

at that

time. I

had a case of a drunkard,Bill Stevens,

Rucklinfs Arnica Salve,
bark. I use the bark from the small limbs
who also had intermittent fever. It was a
The best Salve in the world for Cuts, of the red variety. Druggists call it the
hard case of fever, and so I tried red
Bruises, Sores, Ulcers, Salt Rheum, Tetter,
quill bark because it comes from twigs
Peruvian bark instead of quinine. To my
Chapped hands, Chilblains,Corns, and
about the size of a quill ”
all kinds of Skin Eruptions.This salve
surprise, it not only cured his fever, but

“How do you mix it?”
guaranteed to give perfect satisfaction
be never wanted to drink whiskey aftercase or money rclunded. Price
“I take a pound of the best fresh quill
ward.
When he went into a saloon and
25 Cents per box. For Sale by Heber red Peruvian bark {cinchona nibra), powWalsh Holland Michigan.
the boys asked him to drink. Bill said:
der it and soak It in a pint of dilated alco‘T can’t, boys. That doghn red bark
The finest 5 cent cigar in tlie city, and hol. Then I strain it and evaporate it the Doctor gave me not only killed my
an elegant 10 cent cigar at the Cheap down to a half pint— so it is a pound to a
fever, but it spoiled all the whiskey in
half pint. Any one can prepare it.”
Cash Store of
Maryland for me.”
E. J. HARRINGTON.
“How do you give this medicine?”
“What conspicuous cures in Chicago
“1 give the drunken man a teaspoonful
can you refer to, Doctor?”
Dronkentss Cured.
every three hours, and occasionally
“Weli.Dr.B.B. Noble. He had alcomoisten his tongue between the doses the
The Hon. Ell Farkini Xakei * Great
hoi ic disease. His nerve cells were poifirst and second days. It acta likequinine.
Discovery— Oinenona Bubra.
soned. He was once President of the IlliThe patient can tell by a headache if he is
nois Dental Association. He got to be a
Chicago, Dec. 19. —The physicians snd getting too much. The third day I generbard drinker. His mind began to be
temperance men of Chicago are very much ally reduce the dose to t half spoonful,
affected, though a scholar and a gentleexcited over a now remedy discovered by then down to fifteen, ten, and five drops.”
man, beloved by everybody. He tried red
Dr. Robert D’Unger, which not only cures
“How long do you continue the medi- Peruvian bark three weeks ago. He’s a
intemperance, but. leaves the drunkard cine?”
well man now, and everybody in Chicago
with an absolute aversion to spirituous * “From five to fifteen days, and in exlooks at his cure ss a miracle, Dr. Noble
liquors. Mr. Joseph Medill, the editor of treme cases to thirty days. Seven is about
knows it was a disease, and don’t object
the Chicago Tribune, is one of the strong- the average.”
is

in every

‘

Yf EENG8,

D. R., Drug Store. Fine Drugs, MedaTA iclues, Fancy Goods, .Toilet
Tolle Articles aud Perfameries. River street.

yAN PUTTEN, Wm., Dealer In Drugs, Medl«y does, Falnte, Oils, etc.; Proprietor of Dr.
W. Van Den Bibo's Family Medicines

WALSH
iness

HEBEK,
8l0C^

;

Eighth St.

Druggist A Pharmacist; a
appertainingto the bus-

°r

Vurahurt.

\f KYER,

fl. A

One

of the finest preparationsfor the

Hair we ever got acquaintedwith
Hair Renewer.” It

is

is

“Lee’s

the best article to

restore the color and prevent the falling
out, and con he had at Schouteu

&

West-

veer’s drug store. Price only 50 cents.
86--0U1

Now

that

we

are having changeable

CO., Dealers in ail kinds of Fur* weather, and almost everybody has a “bad
niture. Curtains. Wall Paper, Toys, Coffins,
cold” you will do well to remember the
Picture Frames,etc.: River street.
’

’

1U

virtue of Macalister’s

Osniral Bialiri.

est endorsersof the

Cough Mixture, the Medill has had many

best in the market for coughs, colds, asth- the Tribune about

yAN

PUTTEN G„

General Dealeh. in Dry
Goods, Groceries, Crockery,Hats and Oaos
Plaar, Provisions, etc.; River at.

V

Livirrud Bali SUbln.
|>

E

OON

IJ

Office

.

it,

spitting of blood, influenza,whoop- editorial space to

ing cough, and

to lie referred to.”

Mr.

“Now,

please tell

me

the philosophyof

am satisfiedthat if tbe physicians in
New York will give Dr. D’Unger’s disI

scientific articles in

this

medicine— why it cures drunkenness,

and has often devoted and how you happened to make the
to the covery.”

dis-

make known

of the throat drunkard that there
and lungs. Prepared by John P. Lee, which can save him.
all diseases

cor. Halsteadand Harrison strs, Chicago,

H„ LKrenr and Sale SUble.

and barn on Marketstreet. Everythingflrat-

class

ma,

new remedy.

is

a simple remedy

“Well,

first

you mast understand

covery a trial they
perance in

that

intemperance,first a habit, finally becomes

a

will

year than

do more for temGough and Mur-

phy have done In all their lives. It
first remedy ever

Yesterday 1 bad a long talk with Mr. a disease. It becomes a disease of the
disease and the
and is for sale at Schouten & West veer’s Medill about this wonderful discovery, nerve cells, or if talking to a physician, I one and the same
drugstore.Price 50 cts. and $1. 30-0 m during which he S’lid:
should say It becomes a disease of the

is the

discovered that kills the
inclinaticn to drink at
time.

Em

Perkins.

Dra, Hollidayand Holoomb,two leading physicians of that city, wore examined. Both agreed
that the fever originates in New Orleans every

4

CITY.

London Standard1/ correspondent with the

Kuram column

that tho epidemic was undoubtedly incurred by
neglect in removing garbage, and by filling np
streets with the offal and garbage or tho city.

Woman

Remarkable Adventuresof an Iowa
and Her Son.
[Omaha Cor. Ndw York Herald.]

aud henoeforth thev must look to the
Empress of India. It is also stated that the
Ameer has gone to St Petersburg to
GENERAL.
appeal to Europe....
Vienna
make
says that eighty' persons wore
The house of John O’Brien, neai dispatch
killed or wounded in the recent encounter beDublin, Out, was burned, and his wife, son tween tho militia and students in Russia....
and daughter perished. Himself and other Twenty lives were lost by tho foundering of
members of tho family, while walking through tho steamer Emily P. Bonder in.tbo West Indies.

MICHIGAN.

CAPTURED BY INDIANS.

telegraphs that Gen. Roberts

5>

itS

HOLLAND

the

forever,

Deep

interest is taken here in the

only one-half pound to his weight. The
half-bushel of apples was “heaping”
measure, and numbered just sixty-five
apples. Laduke is 26 years old, 5 feet

iu

7 inefieft

and has never

height,

ex-

perienced a sick day in his life. He is
narrative of Mrs. Charles Jones, of Washa thin, spare man, and has always worked
ington county, Iowa, who arrived with
out for his living, usuafiy among the
her son last night, and whose story of
farmers. He experiencedno unusual
suffering on the plains, with the astondifficulty from his square meal, and**
ishing revelations regarding certain Inoffered to bet $5 that he could eat andians of the Yankton Agency, has few
other peck of apples the same evening.”
.The Marquis of Tweeddale is dead
.Great
parallels in frontier history. Mrs. Jones
distressprevails in Switzerland.There are
A Fiend Incarnate.
6.000 unemployed persons in Genova.... Tho and her son, it is believed, are the sole
cholera has disappearedfrom Morocco.
survivorsof a party of twelve emigrants
S. D. Richards, who was recently arNegotiations between tho Russian who left Washington county last Febru- rested at Mount Pleasant,near Steuand Turkish Governments relativeto the pro- ary for the Yellowstonevalley. They benville, Ohio, for tlie murder of a

A

WEEKLY

HWS

REVIEW,

THE BLAINE INVESTIGATION.
AWashington dispatch of Dec.27 stiys
*

a furious storm to the nearest house, were badly frozen. O’Brien will probably die.

:

The Teller-Bkino Committeo mot yesterday,

.

.

.

.

.

.

Cholera and famine are desolating
some of the northernprovinces of Brazil
less on account of want of funds, and adjourned to meet at the call of the Chairman. Among the horrors reported as occurring
among the wretched people are carrion -eating
There can be little iloubt that, so far as any
and cannibalism... .The steamship State of posed definitive treaty are said to be rapidlypractical investigation goes, the neglect to protaking shape. Russia,although she will ultiLouisiana has been lost on tiie Irish coast
vide an appropriationwill result in the defeat
mately insist upon indemnity, will not press
of the entire inquiry. Senator Blaine, in the
Diphtheria is reported in an epi- her demands in the presentfinancial condition
course of his argument in support of the indemic form at various points throughout of the Turkish empire, but will rest content
vestigation, urged that if the inquiry was to
with the promise of tho Porto to settle its war
have any value the committeemust proceed the country ____ The combination that lias so obligations at some future time. The signing
South immediately and do the greater portion long controlled tho Pennsylvania coal trade, and of tho treaty will be tlie signal for tho complete
of its work during the recess. It has become held prices up, has collapsed.
withdrawal'of the Russian troops from the
necessaryto pursue a differ 'mt course, and it is i A battle is reported to have occurred
Turkish territory now occupied by them.
generally conceded that the result will
bo seriously to cripple, if rot entirely to defeat, at Guadalajara, Mexico, between the GovernA cable dispatch from London anpurposes of investigation.
The main reason for ment troops and a body of revolutionists, in nounces tho death of Henry Vincent,the wellformallyacknowledgedthat they are power-

is. of course, a reliance upon the #20,000 apropnation supposed to be available, but, aside
from that, ana apart from strictlyDemocratic
opposition, the ebooks upon the investigation
have been twofold: First, the jealousybetween
rival Presidentialcandidates in tho Senate.
Second, the traditional hostility of that conservativebody to a new member, and an unwillingness ou tho part of the oldest Senators
to permit a new man to take the lead in anything. Added to this is the desire on tho part
of sonio Republicans not to reopen the .Southern
question.”

his

which, {ho latterwere defeated aud nearly all of
them captured. ’Subsequentlyeighteenof them
word hanged
. .William H. Vanderbilthas accomplished his long-cherished purpose of establishing an ocean-freightline in connection
with his railway lines, and is putting himself in a
.

.

each.

The announcement from New York
that William H. Vanderbilthas

made

arrange-

tho 30th

can use the appropriationfor any investigation

whatever.Blaine’s Teller

investigation will inimodiatelyproceed,and a sub-committee will be
either sent to South Carolinaand Louisiana or
prominent witnesses tfill be summoned here.”

MINORITY REPRESEN fATION.
It is stated from
bill is

Washington that “a
miCongress.It will prob-

in preparationhaving for its object

norify representation in

ably be introducedin the House soon after the
assembling of Congress.It proposes to have
tho Legislature of each State, after the apportionment of the next census, so redistrict the
State that tho minorityas well as tho majority
will be entitled to representation.By this plan,
If carried out at tho next election, supposing
that there is no politicalchange among the peo,

.

—

pool aud Loudon.

The

perils of Arctic explorationfind

a fresh illustrationin the fate of tho

Swedish

Polar expedition, which is reportedblocked fast
in tho ice above the northern entranceof the
narrows of Behring'sstrait,on the Asiatic side.
If tho report is true, it is extremely probable
that tho members of the expeditionwill never
again be seen alive.

WASHINGTON.
Gen. Hooker,

a

member of

com-

the

mission appointed to considerthe expediency of
transferringtho Indian administrationto the
War Department, says tho report of the majority
of the commission will favor the transfer. He
thinks the report will bo ready before the 1st of
February.

The

thq

suit against
Government,
---plan is so to divide each State into districts brought by tho heirs of Stephen A. Douglas
that the districtsmay as far as possible be enfor certain cotton captured by tho United States
titled to elect either three or live members each.
Governmentin Mississippi during the war and
thus permittingthe majority of voters to elect
sold as abandoned property,has boou settled
two out of three or three out of five In case
finally in the Court of Claims by judgment in
the districtis entitled to three Representatives,
favor of claimants. ..Over 50,000 tea plants
each elector can vote for two candidates and no
more. In caae the district is entitled to five have been distributedto fanners by the Agricultural Departmentduring the past year, and
Representative,dach elector can vote for three
liberal distribution is to bo continued. Tho
candidatesand no more. Where a State is enCommissioneris said to bo confidentthat teatitled to only two Representatives,
as in the
culture will flourish in this country.
case of Rhode Island and Florida, it is to bo divided Into two districts,each electing one memIt is announced
Washington
ber, as at present as m this case majority and that the Presidenthas offered the vacant Berlin
ocuvcu by Republicans

The

-------

.

from

mmority representationwould be impossible.
mission to
In all eases where there is an odd Representa-

tive after the State has been divided as nearly
as possible into districts to be represented by
three or five members,a separate district is to
be sot apart for this Representative,
who is to
be elected as at present The effectof this bill
will bo to secure to the colored people a repreeentation in Congress.It is argued that if it

were passed it would remove the obiections
1

raised by Senator Blaine to the present lack of
'representation of tho coloredpopulationof the

;

E. B.

Washburne, of

Illinois, and

that if he declines tho honor it will be conferred
upon John B. Henderson, cx-8enatorfrom Missouri. . .The President, accompanied by a party
of friends, visited New York, last week, aud attended tho Bryant memorial exercises.
.

Senator Bayard, says

a

Washington

telegram, has formally entered tho field as a

,-i:. n

been burned. Loss, #100,- man

desires to bo tho Republican candidate of
Oliio, and that soon after resumption shall have
been recognizedas an establishedfact ho doof employment ..... Afire in the Cocheco Print sires to surrender the Treasury portfolio rfnd
works, Dover, N. H., damaged the building and enter activelyupon tho campaign. The obcontents #75.000; insured .....
schooner jective point which Sherman, under these cir-

tory in Boston has

000; insured. Eighty-fivemen are thrown out

The

Ellen, from St John for Now Haven, was
wrecked on tho coast of Maine. The Captain
and throe seamen were drowned ......
Three men were killed by an explosionof nitroelycorineat Upper Preakness, N. J. Their
bodies were torn into fragments and blown in
every direction____ Roliert A. Podrioh,tho Custom-’Houso clerk of Benkhard A Hutton, New
York city, is accused of appropriating #108,000
intrusted to him for the payment of customs
duties. Ho is under arrest

The Bryant memorial

exercises at
the Academy of Music, New York, on the 30th
ult, were of a very imposing and impressive
character.George William Curtis was the
orator Of tho occasion,and President Hayes,
SecretaryEvarts, Gen. Sherman, Gov. Tillon,
Peter Cooper,Gen. Hancock and a largo number Of other distinguishedpersons were among
the

spectators. d

THE WEST.

cumstances, could have in view would lie, first
the Governorship, second the Senatorship,and
third the Presidency.”

It is reported from Washington that
to Congressman

Tilden has personallyintimated

Potter that ho desires to appear before tho Pot-

(

ter committeeand tell what he knows alniut
tho cipher dispatches ____ Senator Voorhees has
gone to Indianapolisto look after his ro-eleo-

t$Qn.

,

came from great distances to bo

enter-

were taken into captivity. All but Mrs.
Jones and her son disappeared,and, as
she believes, were massacred.
She was made a slave to the' Chief
named Yankton, cooking, picking berries, and performing other menial
offices. She was never allowed to meet
or talk with her son. Her clothes wer
taken from her, and she was allowed
only blanket aud moccasins. The camp
was moved often, always northward.
Tlie warriors several times left the
party, and return e<l with clothing and
plunder, evidently taken from murdered
whites. The interpreter who was with
the party, named Ginnes, stated that he
was captured from n party of emigrants
when he was only 11 years old, and he
is now 40. He adopted
odonted their life, be-

Nebraska. The

and her three children in Nemade a confession, of which
the following are the material parts:
“I was born in Mount Pleasant,Jeffersin county, Ohio, and am a Quaker by
birth and religion, I went West, and
have lived in Michigan, Iowa, Wisconson, Kansas, Missouri, Colorado and
braska, has

first murder I

commit-

ted was in Buffalo county, in the latter
State, where I shot a man with whom I
was engaged in a quarrel. I afterward

murdered another man in his own
house, because he cursed me, beating
his brains out with a hammer. I then
went to Kearney. At that place there
by
himself. He had plenty of money, and
I went to live with him, soon after
which I poisoned him, but, as Tie did
not die quick enough to suit me, I one
night knocked his brains out with a
club and took all his money. This
Mrs. Burleson, whom I murdered along
lived a Swede, a bachelor,on a farm

tained in a stylo befitting the occasion.
There were grave faces at the gathering
when the guests assembled round tlie
coffin to listen to a suitable prayer.
Then glasses of wine were handed
round once, twice, or oftener— -the poorwith her three children, had a dissolute
est people would procure wine for the
husband, aud a short time ago he went
occasion— and “the memory of the
^ and left ____
____
away
her. ___
She was
a hurddeceased
was toasted iu silence. came a Catholic, and was educated at a working woman, and had a farm with
Then the long procession moved off to Jesuit college. He told Mr. Jones that , plenty of grain, stock, poultry,etc., on
the kirkyard, and the body was laid si- the party were chiefly Yanktons, from
1 conceived the idea of murdering
lently in the grave. That duty being the Yankton Agency, but were a few
her and her children, and then selling
solemnly discharged,a load was visibly j from Red Cloud and Spotted Tail off everythingshe had and pocketing
lifted from the assistants. Acquaint- j Agencies. They were out always during the proceeds. For this purpose I told
ances came together in tlie carnages summer and returned to the agencies the neighbors I was going to take Mrs.
and mourning coaches, and there was in the winter.
Harieson and her children to a neighplenty of animated conversation. When
Their slaves are kept outside tlie boring town, and for them to come over
the guests took their seats at the tables agencies in concealment. Other female
the next day aud feed the stock. That
in the dining-room all were in excellent
white slaves in the party told her, night I murdered them, aud hid their
spirits and appetite. The near relations
through the interpreter, that their bodies under a hay-stack,and went
might be sad at heart, but they felt hos- friends had been murdered, and, as they i away myself. After the lapse of two or
pitably bound to stifle their sorrow, and
had no homes, they had no desire to es- three days, I returned and gave out
there were ample appliances for drowncape. Young Jones, who is aged |5, be- 1 that Mrs. Harieson had gone to join her
ing it. When the old fashion of drinkcame a favoriteand was kindly treated. • husband, and that I had bought everying healths and “taking wine” pre- At the expiration of two months they thing she had. I accordingly sold oiit
vailed, mourners were apt to get merry
reached the neighborhood of a small I everything, and, as I saw that I was
in spite of themselves,while, as may be
village in Northern Nebraska, where the suspected,left the place aud came on to
supposed, the mere acquaintancesof Indians procured liquor, and they all be- : Mount Pleasant. It was on the 8th of Bethe deceased gave themselves over easily
came drunk. That night Mrs. Jones es- 1 cember that I committed these murto boisterous joviality. It was a churlcaped, having on only a ragged blanket ders. I deny nothing. I am guilty of
ish thing to be the first to break up and one moccasin. She traveled south, the crimes I am charged with, and exgood company, and even the minister being guided in her course by the stars, pect to hang for them, but when they
might well sit it out till convivial ex- and subsistingfor many days on raw ar- take me back I want to be treated as if
ample upset his decorum. — Cornhill ticbokes. After five or six days she I was once a white man, if I do not now

life,

”

____

i

Magazine.

met occasionalemigrant wagons moving deserve the title, and have a fair trial
northward, and Mrs. Jones was given a before the law. I believe I will be
A Marrying Man.
dress. She begged her way through the mobbed as soon as I arrive in Kearney.
The Rev. John Mandoline, of BrookState, reaching home in Iowa the last I am a member of a band in NebrasH
lyn, just sentenced to five years’ imprisday of June.
that is sworn to avenge the death of any
onment for bigamy, missed bis calling.
Here
she procured a small sum of member, and they will avenge mine. I
He should have been a humorist. In
money. She became alarmed at the un- am sorry I came home and brought
his confession to the Judge he wrote
certaintyof her son’s fate and returned disgrace upon my friends who live in
“ After my first wife died, in 1873, 1
Mount Pleasant.”
went to Pliiladelphio,where I became to Central Nebraska, where she traveled
from place to place, watching for emiacquainted with Mary E. Rustel, and
The Sultan of Turkey lately sent for
grants from the north and living with
married her. Soon after, my wife left
a
Christian
doctor of note at Constanfarmers. At the expiration of many
me on account of my religion. I then
tinople,
and
when the latter arrived he
went to Newark as a preacher of the weeks, sick and disheartened,she again found the Sultan with a Bible in his
started eastward. One day last Octogospel. There I became acquainted
ber, while walking through Kearney, hand. “You are a Christian,”said the
with an old widow, who proposed marshe met an emaciated lad, whom she Sultan ; “ swear to me upon this Bible
riage to me ; and, after telling her my
recognized as her son, who had just that you will tell the truth. I wish to
circumstances as regards my wife who
come in from a long and terrible jour- know if my lungs are affected, or jf
is living, got married to her. She also
ney. Sheltered by James Carmichael, I have any other organic trouble.”
left me. I then went to Bradford, Ct.,
The doctor took the oath, and then,
a farmer, she watched at her son’s bedwhere I made the acquaintanceof a
side during a long illness. When the sounding the Sultan’s lungs, found
third woman, to whom I was married.
them healthy,as also his general system,
She found out the circumstances re- boy had partially recovered, they both except a tendency to nervousness, for
specting my previous marriages, and started east on foot, stopping with which horseback exercise was prefarmers aud making slow progress on
one morning, upon returningfrom my
scribed.
account of their enfeebled condition.
work, I found that she also had fled. I
Citizens here collected some money
Boston is going into expensive imthen came to Troy, where I formed the
and
sent both home this morning. provements. A million dollars has
acquaintance of a servant girl, to whom
I was married. She fled from mo. Every detail of the above story’ is con- been voted for sewerage, and a profirmed. The naked bodies of three jected Court House wifi cost another
Learning that this last person intended
murdered men were found last March million.
to have me arrested, I left Troy and
on tlie plains north of Kearney, but the
went to Lowell, Mass. I came across a
THE MARKETS.
murders
were supposed to be the work
friend who introduced me to a young
of tramps. Men here from the agencies
N»V YORK.
lady, and, after some time keeping her
are preparing to investigatethe matter, Beeves .............. " ............#7 76 @10 60
company, I proposed aud was married
(ft 4
toher. About a month after she was and express tho dpinlon that many of Cotton ..... ......................• 9*a0 9-V
the agency Indians have kept up the Flour— Superfine.................. 8 (HI @ 8 (HI
informed of my previous marriages and
tg) 1 10
Wheat— No. ..................... 1
I had to leave Massachusetts.I then systematic murder pf settlersduring Corn— Western Mixed .............. 45 @ 40
Mixed ......................
. 29 (9 31
came to Winfield,L. I., where I mar- the summer and successfullyconcealing Oats—
their crime. At the Y’anktou Agency Rye— Western ..................... 68 @ 59
ried my present wife, Miss Wiedel, and
Pork— Mess ..................... . 7 00 & 7 20
there will be an immediate investiga- Lard ................ ............
(9
for which marriage I was locked up. I
CHICAGO.
tion, and tho identity of the Indians sethereforeask for mercy.”
Beeves— Choice Graded Steers.
. 4 75 @ 4 90
cured, if
Cows and Heifers ......... 2 00 & 2 75
Medium to Fair .......... 8 50 (9 4 0(i
The PresidentialField.
. 1 50 (9 2 75
IIOGH ............ ...............
A Vernionter-s Square Meal.
. 4 75 (35 5 10
Flour— Fancy White Winter Ex.
The editor of the Post, the Demo-

Cox, a sub-committeo of tho Potter Investigating Committee, arrivedat

New

Orleans on the

30th ult., for the purpose of prosecutingthe inquiry that was cut short by Yellow Jack last

summer. No other members could

_

_

•»r,

Clarkson N. Potter and Jacob D.

bo pre-

vailed upon to go. It was agreed that Potter’s
vote should bo counted as two in ordor to avoid
a tio on party questions.

FOREIGN.

Mrs. Mack

Talking of funerals, in the good old

woman

:

POLITICAL.

candidatefor the Presidency. His headquarters have been established at his home in WilTHE EAST*
mington, Del., where an organizationis now
rapidly effected. The sinews of war will
H. J. Redemeyeu, who brutally mur- being
not lie wanting.It is expected that ho can
dered Franz Yose in St Louis, Ma , last J uue, has confidently rely upon all the necessarymaterial
een sentenced to death.... Cleveland has just assistance’ from New York; besides, his own
fortuneis ample.
selebratedwith great eclat , the completionof a
bridge aefoss the Cuyahoga river, which conA Washington correspondentof the
nocta the east and west divisions of the city.
Chicago Trito/n* says “it is stated with much
THE Emerson Piano Company’s fac- confidencein some circles that SocretaiySher-

•South.”

Some Old-Fashioned Scotch Funerals.

position to control the Atlanticocean-freight times, and in the mansions of the lairds,
traffic. He starts with fourteen first-classIron these used to be the most enjoyable of
screw freightsteamships of 2,000 tons burden
parochialfestivities. The kith and kin

ments for lines of transatlantic steamers beult says “the opinion of the First Comptroller tween New York and Liverpool,and New York
and Havre, and Hamburg, and Bremen, comes
of the Treasury as to the use of #!30,000,forthe
at the same time with tho news from Europe
Blaine committee has finally been overruled, that tho great English house of Baring Bros. A
acting AttorneyGeneral Phillipsdeciding that €b. has made similar arrangements fora line of
under a fair construction of the law the Senate fourteen steamers between |Bostoh and Liver-

A Washington telegram of

known platform speaker.

reached Fort Kearney about March 1,
18(f8, and when a few days out from
there, in the river bottom, they were
surrounded by a party of seventy Indians. William Brown, Joshua Brown
and Joseph Hyatt, a brother of Mrs.
Jones, constitutingthe men 6T the party,
were instantly shot dead. All the others

(ir>

2

.

possible.

.

.

.

.

..

has been convicted at
Janesville, Wia, of murdering her husband,
and sentencedto a life term of imprisonment

The

.

.

.

inquiry into the Pomera. 3 75 (9 4 25
to Choice SpriuK Ex.
A Vcrgenues (Yt.) letter to the New Wheat— Good
cratic organ at Washington, carefuliv
No. 2 Spring .............. 82 (9 S3
nia disaster has resulted in tho acquittal of the
No. 3 Spring .............. 69 (9 70
summarizes his walks and talks with York Sun says: “ On Wednesday evenCaptain and officersof the ship from all blamo
. 80 (9 31
CoRNf—No. ......................
The incipient Indian war in Oregon
politiciansat Washington and says: ing a wager was laid between William Oats— No. ......................
(9 20
on account. of the terrible disaster ____ A Vienna
has been stamped out, and Chief Moses and dispatchsays that 40 per cent of the Bosnians “The contest for tho RepublicanPresi- Laduke, of Yergennes, and Messrs. Rye-No. ........................
&
-14
V.'. V ........... M
(31 96
several of his fellow- warriors have been ar- who returned to their homes will have perished dential nomination two years hence Forton A' La Bombord, as follows: La- Baiiley—No. 2.
Butter— Cboico Creamery ......... 23 ($ 2s
rested and placed in durance vile;
by spring if tlie weather docs not moderate.
seems to have already practically nar- duke was to eat in ten hours two pounds Eook -Fresh ......................
^
20
. Several criminal prosecutions have
Suleiman Pasha, who was recently rowed itself down to Gftmt, Blaine and of pork-steak,four largo potatoes, one- Pork— Mess....'.................. 6 05 (g 7 35
Laud ..............................
been begun by depositors against C. F. Adae A tried at Constantinople for mismanagement of Washburne. The two former stand as half of a pie, two slices of wheat bread,
MILWAUKEE.
Co., the collapsed Cincinnatibankers.
the Turkish armies in the late war, and sen- the principal active competitors, and each one and one-quarter inches thick, Wheat-No. .....................23*
No. ...........
f2 <£ 88
tenced to perpetualbanishment, has received a the latter as the most distinguished one-quarterpound of butter, half a
THE SOUTH.
Corn-No. 2 .......
»
80
full pardon Ad vices from Mexico state that
bushel
of
apples,
and
to
drink
two
cups
representative
of
the
grand
army
of
Oats— No. 2 .......
19 (<£ 20
At Junction City, Texas, Tom Doran a revolution is going on in Guadalajara,caused
42
48
of tea. At 7 o’clock on Thursday morn- Rye-No. .......
and Louis Temple fought with pistols. Doran by the levying of an onerous tax. Several citf- compromisecandidates.Grants strength
Barley— No. 2.
..... 87 (g 88
zeus have been killed in tho streets,and num- lies in the South, Blaine’s in the North- ing the gourmand began his task by
*
8T.
LOUIS.
kiRed Temple. Tho latter’s father pursued
bers bf
»1
east, and Washburne’sin a less positive eating live apples. He then ate one Wheat-No. f Red FaU ............90
Doran, snooting him twice fatally, and then
OoRN-Mixed .....................
29 (# 80
pound
of
pork-steak,
two
largo
potatoes,
sort of a way everywhere.” Then, after
stabbed the body eleven times, and cut the.
Oats-No. .......................
21
22
throat from ear to ear. .. .A report has reached hanged for firing to warn his countrymen of the! analyzing the strength of each, he says : one slice of bread, one-quarter of a pie, Rye ................................ 42
48
little Rock of the lynching of fourhoreo-thiovoe .advanceon Pei war pass. Eighteen others were
“Grant, however, is almost invincible one-eighth pound of butter, and drank Pouk-Mms .......................7 40 @ 7 55
at Corning,Clay county.Ark.
&&
sentenced to terms of from seven to fourteen from the fact that the tremendousinflu- one cup of tea. The remainder of the Labd .......... ..... .......... ...
CINCINNATI.
years’
penal
servitude
for
desertion.
The
same
The Court House at Maysville,De
97
on his forenoon he spent in walking about and WHEAT-Red ..................... 90
corrospondontsays a proclamationof tho Ameer ence, of the money power
Kalb county, Mo.', has been burned. • All tlie of Afghanistan has beon discovered,dated Nov. side. This influence really brought eating apples, of which he had devoured Core. ........................... 81^1 88
Oats ..............................
24
26
county records, excepting those of the Circuit 11. It shows he had declareda holy war against about the nominationof Hayes in 1876. twenty-three at 12 o’clock. At noon he Rye ...............
61
52
.......
..........7 87Ji@ 8 (XU
Clerk and Treasurer, were destroyed. The the British.
The power that is to prevent it from ac- ate one pound of pork-steak,two large PORK-Mess
........ 5J4t$ 6%
value^of property consumed is said to be
The steamship Emily B. Sender, complishing the same in 1880, with the potatoes, one-quarter of a pie, one slice T.ittn ...............TOLEDO.
97
fwn New York for Santo Domingo,is reported name of Grant substituted for that of of bread, one-eighthpound of butter, Wheat-No. 1 White. ...... ....... 90
No. 2 Bed ................
95
96
advices from Breathittcounty, Ky* lost at sea. But few of her passengers and
Hayes, has yet to assort itself. Such and drank two cups of tea. He was Corn ..............................
81
«2
report that the new County Judge, Randall, has crew escaped.,.. A town in Hayti is reported
23
aje the probabilitiesand possibilities then weighed, aud found to have gained Oats-No.2 ........ ............. 22
had all the ringleadersof the little faction ar- swept away by a river changing its course.
DETROIT.
seven and one-half pounds. For the Flour— White.
Many
lives wore lost.... A groat fire visited bearing upon the cose. The nomination
v7 4 40 0 4 75
rested, which has produced consternation and
«4
95
Hong Kong, China, on Christmas day ..... of Grant in 1880 seems, therefore, from next three hours he averaged about two Wheat— No. 1 White .....
dismay among those concerned in the late diffiThe
winter palace of tho Khedive of Egypt, present indications,to be inevitable. apples per hour. 1 !At 5:30 p. m. he ate
No.l Amber.... .......... W <1 &
culties, and that Biethjttis now one of tho
Corn— No. .......................
82 ($ 83
most peaceful counties in the -Atato.None of at Oaifo, has been partially destroyedby fire ...
the last apple aud won the bet with half Oats— Mixed........; ...........
He will accept, of course.” 11
28J$
A dispatchfrom Lahore, m India, reports that
the Htrong party had been caught, but it was
an hour to spare. His weight when he Barley (per ceutal) ................1 00 £2 00
Yakoob Khan, son of the Anieorof Afghanistan,
tho intention to arrest tho leaders of that party
Pork — lice* ...................... 8 25 <$ 8 .Hj
1 hough I have only one eye I’ll bet . began was 145 pounds, and at the close
has come into Jelalabad. Thin is regarded as
EAST LIBERTY, PA. „
^
as fast as they could be found.
equivalent to submission to tho British. .Ex- you I can seemore’nyou can.” “ Done !” j 153 pounds, showing a gain of 8 pounds
The Congressional Yellow Fever President Grant, accompanied by Ministers I can see your two eyes in your face, | in 94 hours. Seven and one-half
Common ...... .......... 800 @3
Commissionmet at New Orleans on the 30th Welsh and Noyes, is visiting the Green Isle.
and you can only see one in mine. ; pounds of this ho acquired in the first hoob uommon
....
......
. 2
^ 70
Kegarding
the
war
in
Afghanistan
nil, aud prodded with their investigation.
0
Hand me over the
| Kva hem.*, ike hut live
, iuuti’WZ. ......................
*
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SABBATH READING.

SHOT IN HIS CELL.
doubt that the apider casts the web loose
and rolls it round the nucleus in the
A Story of Sam Buckmaater and the Old
center when it becomes overcharged
Alton Penitentiary.
with carcasses, and proceeds to construct
From the Springfield(111.)Republican.]
a fresh one, which in its turn is destined
The death of Cob Samuel A. Buckto be folded up with the rqpt.”
* master recalls a thrilling tragedy which
occurred^ at the Alton penitentiary,durThe Oldest Man Alire. { ' S f ing his administration as Warden, more
At No. 157 Sarah Ann street, in re- than twenty years ago.
sponse to the reporter’ssummons, the
In the year 1854 there was a convict
door was opened by Uncle William at Alton named Hall, who was serving a
|

A New Year’s Bermou.
thy headlongonward rush, OK

|

r
e

Pause iu
booI !
To the mysteriousmargin of that txMindkas soa,
The fathomless depths of eternity,
re thou reachest
rcachest that inevitablego^;
^
And ere

goy;

,

!

*

_
.

'The*

MICHIGAN • ITEMS.

guard, Mr. Crabb, recovered enfrom his wounds, and held his
in the prison after it was removed

tirely
place

to Joliet.^

U

Woman

decided
The Escanaba people have
ha
by vote as

to

who

’ostmasterat
shall be Pc

'

that place.

Ahead.

v,

People at Zilwaukee,on the Saginaw
think that a man was mired and
Think if to meet God’s
lost
in
the swamp near that place one
322, on last Saturday night, were treat*
thy vesture be.
ed to a surprise on a point not set down day last week.
Here, where the new year treads upon the old—
James F. Joy has resigned the Presiin the books, and which, as an interWhile brazen bells of one the death is knelling;
For birth of one a joyous psan swelling^
pretationof Masonic law, /pntirely sets dency of the Lansing gnu Northern railBethink thee, in the year that off thy
aside all precedentslaid down by Oli- way, and Alfred' Hardy, of Boston, has
rolled.
How hast thou built? On rock, with
ver, Mackey, Moore, Cross, Mitchell or been elected as his successor.
Or on the shifting sands hast reared
seat in a manner which savored of old- priuonment made him insane wHfl rage other learned writers on Masonic ruling
William Moyer, who was arrested in
dwelling?
and usages. It seems that there was a Kalamazoo county some time ago on a
fashioned
j and hate. He was such a man as Rande,
If well and truly thou hast wrought
“Uncle Bill” is a fine, intellectual- 1 but Rande was not born then. This candidate in waiting to take the second charge of murder committed in PennThat toward eternal heaven another
looking old negro, about five feet eleven | man was set to work in the blacksmith degree, and, as the lodge had considera- sylvania, has been acquitted.
Another flight still natrer to the sun
Thou'st gained. Rejoice that thou hast trodq
inches in height, well-propcrtioned,
and 1 shop, and was watched with extra care, ble business to transact and the night
A young woman, who is supposed to
Tims far and ftithfullyupon the thorny road
still
muscular,
with
bushy
gray
beard
j but he managed, in some of those ways was stormy, the gentleman concluded
That ends in everlasting bliss when earth’s brief
hail from Alpena, was found in the road
day is done.
and hair. The first question
questiou asked
naked only known to the cunning of criminals, to return home until such time as it between that place and Rogers City,
him was, of course, whether his age was to make a short knife of a worn-out file, should please the lodge to take up his lately, almost lozen to death. She
But. if thou flnd'st thou hast garnered rest
Where golden treasure should be; hast misajent as great as reported. Uncle Bill at | and he used the skill of a genius in hid- cose. , When everything was ready, a will leso both legs, and probably her
ouco replied, iu a clear voice, “ Yes, ipg it about his person. His cell, like brother was sent to find him, who re- life.
thy
, r\
In idle willfulness,or vice, or crime,
sir; 149 years, sir.” This reply caused j all the others, was strofiglybuilt of turned and reported that the brother
Ix-t swift repentance bend thee to the dust.
T. B. Talmadoe, sawyer in a mill in
au exclamation of surprise and wonder blocks of stone, the door being of oak had gone homo. Whereupon a comOn God’s omnipotentmercy place thy trust;
Resolved,henceforth,to walk in virtue’s path from both the Sergeant of Police and many inches thick, and bound with iron mittee was appointed to wait on the Riverdale,Gratiot county, was struck in
sublime.
the side by a stick thrown off from a
Chicago,
^ an officerwho had accompaniedthe re- bars. The prisoner’s bed shut down brother and inform him that the lodge circular saw, and so severely injured
porter. According to his own state- • against the door, which ojjened in- was now ready to proceed to business.
that he died.,
The New Year. k ,
ment the year of Scott’s birth would wards, so tliat the door was fastened The committee started out through the
A curious accident occurred at TruFor a brief space we pause on the have been 1729, three years before from within when the prisoner was abed, snow and storm and finally arrived at
threshold of the New Year. It is a suit- Washington was born, aud when Balti- Through the door, which opened into a the house of the gentleman and rapped fant, recently. A young man, while
able time to take our bearings,and see more city bore the now-forgottentitle ; corridor, was a hole perhaps eight inches at the door, which was opened by his combing his hair, pneked a hole in his
if we are tending upward and making of Jones’
square, which was strongly barred, and wife, who was already dressed for the scalp with a tooth of the comb and
progress in whatsoeverthings are noble
At the suggestion of the reporter the only other opening into the cell night. The committee stated their nearly bled to death.
and intrinsically good. Our plans for Uncle William related the history of was in the outer wall of the prison, business,when they were politelybut
Capt. Sol Gardner, a prominent
the year we may revise, and adapt them his life. “ I was born,” said he, “ in , where a narrow slit, also barred, ad- energetically informed by the lady Detroit steamboat man, and for twenhr
to present exigencies. Reviewing the Oalvext, Md.” When asked the year, j mitted lighi and air. This little window “that at present she had a stronger years partner of the late Eber B. Ward,
past, taking note of our failures and our he replied : “ Deed, master, I can’t re- 1 was very near the ceiling, and, by grip on Mr. X. than the grip of an en- died recently of pneumonia, aged 70
successes, we can see where and how to member the figures.” His father was a reason of its narrowness and the tered apprentice ; that the lodge might years. He leaves a young wife and a
change our methods and improve on our slave, and belonged to Miss Percy thickness of the wall,
person do as it pleased, but, the Lord willing, largo fortune.
former courses of action. As we cannot Lawrence, of Calvert county. His on the outside, even mounted on Mr. X. was now about to retire with
Excepting some minor details of the
tell “ what a day may bring forth,” this mother was a free woman, and the a ladder, could not get sight of the Mrs. X.” The committee, sttuck dumb
urn lulling and fitting, the new State
revision is called for in some lives much motlw of “ twenty-six head ” of chil- prisoner. All tliis was well understood with astonishment, formed in solid proCapitol at Lansing is about completed,
oftener than once a year. Vicissitude, dren, as Uncle Bill termed them. Will- by Hall, whose insane cunning Alt
had de- cession and returned to the lodge.
ana
most of the legialators hfive already
losses, gains, bereavements, overtake us iam was the fourth child. He has no vised a desperate scheme to escape
e from Had a bomb-shellfallen through the
continually, are waiting for us, and idea what became of the rest. He re-5 the prison and humiliate the Wearden. roof it could not have created more chosen their seats for the coming sesthough perpetually we need, like the mained with Miss Lawrence until he At 10 o’clock one morning, while at confusion than the report of the com- sion.
Jacob Kay wood, an old resident of
Captain of a ship, to consult our charts, was 48 years of age, at which time he work, he signaled the guard, whose name mittee on the reply of the plucky
to watch the barometer, to see that the was made free, on account of his was Crabb, that he was sick, and, in ac- woman. The hair of the Worshipful Leoni, Jackson county, died a few days
pilot is evermore at his place with his mother being free-born. After leaving cordance to the rule, Crabb started with Master stood upright “ like quills upon ago of neuralgiaof the heart, after only
eye on the compass and his hand on the Miss Lawrence, Scott went to live with h^m to his cell. While in the corridor, the fretful porcupine,” and his hat rose four hours’ illness. He was 86 years
wheel, yet there is a feeling with almost a Col. Hoskins. With the Colonel he as the guard was opening an iron door, three inches above his head. , The old, and came to that connty from New
everybody that New Year is the time for remained three or four years, and acted Hall struck him down with a bar of iron, Senior Warden retired from Ids posi- York in 1835. He was known far and
a general “ taking of stock” in character, as his body servant.
which he had secured in the blacksmith tion, and the Junior Warden, in his near as “Uncle Jake” Kaywood, and
in acquirements,in reasonableprospects,
At the time, about the year 1775, the shop, and dragged him into the cell. excitement, called the craft from labor universallybeloved.
in well-grounded hopes.
Col. Niqholab Grkuhf.l, formerly of
Indians were a canse of a great annoy- He then bound him with strips from the to refreshment ; the Treasurer slapped
Though outward circumstances may ance to the people of Maryland and bed blanket and closed the door, shut- his hand on his pocket-book the Secre- Detroit, and during the war commander
be largely beyond our control and we other colonies. As Col. Hoskins was ting down the bed against it. The tary upset his inkstand; the deacons of a brigade composed in part of Michbe hemmed in by barriers,social, con- on active service, his duties being to pro- guard was stunned by the blow, and moved uneasily about, and the Tyler was igan regiments, was lately presented
ventional, domestic, yet within even the tect settlers of the frontier, he traveled did not recover his senses for an hour, hoard to drop his sword in the ante- with a solid-gold medal, The presennarrowest life there is a chance for a great deal, during all of which he was but, as he did not return to the shop, room. But the joke was too good, tation was made at Aurora, HLby Comgrowth. Let us not, in longing for accompanied by his faithful servant. search was made, and the Warden was and, presently, rising to the occasion, mander Coulter,of the G. A. R. of that
what is beyond our reach, overlook or Scott says that during one of his quickly informed of the event. Hall, the brethren burst into a roar of laugh- State, in behalf of surviving members
slight the oportunities,however small, crossings of the “Rocky mountains,” armed with his knife, was keeping ter which fairly shook the building; of Col. Greusel’sold regiment.
that may be vouchsafed us. Whatever probably the Alleghenies, with the watch over the wounded guard, and was after which order was restored, and the
The house of Charles Sanborn, of the
the outward life we lead, the true life is Colonel and his regiment, he was one secure in his cell. He commanded the lodge was closed in due form until such
town of Richfield, canght fire while the
within, and for the regulationand man. day captured by Indians and held as a situation. He declared that he wonld time as Mrs. X. will allow Mr. X. to take
family were away for a short time at a
agement of this we are accountable- prisoner for two and a half months, dur- kill the guard unless he was granted a the second degree.— Richmond (mo.)
neighbor’s house, it is supposed from
Virtue dwells in lowly cottages quite as ing which time he was treated with free pardon, but, after some reflection, Consei'vator.
coals snapping out of the stove. The
often as in lordly palaces. Honor and kindness by the savages.
demanded, in addition, that he should
building and contentswere entirely conhonesty and loyalty to truth as not the
A Singular FatalityIn a Swamp.
He was finally released through *1)6 furnished with a loaded revolver, and
sumed. Loss, $1,500.
texture of the fabrics that clothe their the instrumentality of Col. Hoskins, be permitted to walk with the guard out
A singular fatalitylately happened in
Young Call, the Fairfield (Shiawassee
habitation. How often do we need to who always expressed a strong liking of the prison to a carriage at the gate,
a swamp near Trenton, N. J., to an old county) youth, who was in company
recall the words of Naaman’s servant : for him.
and that Col. Buckmaster should drive man named Charles Yopp. It appears with a lad named Kiser, on a hunting
j/ “My father, if the prophet had bid thee
After leaving Col. Hoskins he obtained the carriage in such direction as lie that Yopp went out to gather water- expedition,when the latter was fatally
do some great thing, wouldst thou not
employmentin Gen. Howe’s (the En- would then indicate,and as far as he cresses, accompanied by a little dog. shot, has been arrested on a charge of
have done it?” There are very few to
lish General’s)service. Scott says that might choose, and permit him to escape. On the following afternoon the dog’s
whom it is given to do any “great after being with the General about a He further announced that if any at- persistentbarking attracted the atten- killing Kiser. It seems to be generally
believed,however, that Kiser was killed
thing;” the lives of most are made up of
year in this country, the General took tempt was made to take him lie would tion of Mrs. Gilbert, whose husband has
.
little things, but, in the aggregate, one
fall on Crabb and murder him.
him to England with him.
a small farm bordering on the swamp.
A
council
of
Baptist ministers and
life thus composed may have as much
His terms were absurd, of course, and She went to the spot whence the sounds
Scott says he remained in England
deacons has been in session at Jackson
of actual good done to show as lives
thirty-two years. He was asked who the Warden at no time thought of com- proceeded, and was horrified to discover
examining
into the case of the Rev, L.
called great by those who see from the
held the throne of England at this plying with them, but the situationwas the head and shoulders of a man, who
D.
Palmer,
formerly
and for many years
outside. There is uot one of us but may
time, and the answer was George III. horrible,and there seemed to be no was evidentlyexhausted and unconpastor
of
the
Baptist
Church of that
reach some human heart near us and comAfter remaining abroad for the long means of getting at the desperado that scious, protruding from the black mud.
city, and have decided to advise the
fort it with, kindly words, or strengthen
period mentioned, Scott returned to did not render the death of Crabb cer- One hand clung to a tuft of gross and
church to withdraw from him the hand
it with sympathy,or enrich it with love.
America. He says that he was twelve tain. The people of Alton were soon the other was extended. The woman
of fellowship. i
Often the best service we can render
aware
of
these
facts,
and
the
town
was
months crossing the Atlantic, making
went after her husband, and the two,
others is to be ourselves exemplary,
The annual meeting of the State
thirty-threeyears exactly that he was in an uproar. The guard wTas a very with other help, returned to find the
patient under burdens, charitable
well known and respectablecitizen, and man sunk still lower and still sinking. Sheep Breeders’ Association was ,held
away from this country.
toward our own and others’ faults, slow
Uncle William said that he was cer- he had a family. The prison gates were To extricate him was a work of great lost week, with a large attendance. At
to anger, free from jealousy,euyy, maltain of his age, because of some papers crowded with anxious men and women, difficulty,and took several hours’ time, the election of officers for the ensuing
ice. “ He who is of this spirit does
that had been given him by Miss Law- and everybody’singenuity was tasked but it was finallyaccomplished by means year, the following were chosen by acgood often when he knows not of it.
clamation : President, Wm. Hall ; Vice
rence, and which long since had to devise a way of saving Crabb’s life.
He is, among men, like the showers crumbled to dust. He also stated that The news was sent over the State and of fence-rails and ropes. The man was President, C. A. Miller; Secretary,R.
then taken to a house, and, in an hour,
which pass over the earth, which, falloften had ho carried “Master” Disney, country, and attracted its allowance of he revived sufficiently to tell, in a brok- F. Johnstone; Executive Committee,
ing everywhere, sometimes may fall on
now 80 years old, when a baby, on his attention. Communication was kept up en way, the story of his adventure. He Deville Hubbard, Hugh MoDowd; J.
the desert, but more often on the soil
shoulder. With regard to his health, with the convict and the guard through was attempting to get hold of a fine N. Smith, J. J. Jones, Richard Doughthat needs and is prepared for them.
Uncle Bill said he thanked the Lord the door, before which Buckmaster
of water-cresses,, when he
A virtue goes out from him to those that he had always been healthy, but stood for the greater part of three days bunch
At Kalamazoo, a few days ago, Louise
dropped his basket into what looked
who, unwitnessed, but touch the hem of
Hassemeyer,
aged 17, daughter of a Holwith
a
pistol
in
his
hand,
watching
dilifor the past fifty years he had been very
like a filled-upditch. He jumped in
his garments.”
lander,
was
ran over by a car being
gently
for
a
chance
to
kill
the
convict.
weak. He has lost his teeth, and comafter it and sank instantly, and, to his
If, every day, the minor duties of life
plains of weakness in his knees. He But Hall managed to keep himself cov- amazement found that something seemed backed up at the Central depot, and inas they come up are faithfully dis- seems to think that he will not live ered by the body of the guard, and his
stantly killed. The Coroner’s jury in
to bo drawing him still further down.
charged; if the petty annoyances to
vigilance never relaxed.' He said he His body was paralyzed by fear, and he their verdict blamed the railroad emmuch longer.
which we are all subject are patiently
A reporter saw Mr. Snowden Disney, had been trying to get the Warden in- cried for help with all his might, but in ployes for carelessness. The girl was
endured; if, resolutely turning our
who states that he is 77 years of age stead of the guard, but had been com- vain. At length, being still powerless employed carrying milk at the time, and
eyes away from vanities,we fasten them
that he has known Scott since he can pelled to accept the smaller game; to move, he abandoned himself, as he it appears that as she was crossing the
earnestly upon the “ best gifts,” and
remember; that Scott nursed his father whereupon Bnckmaster offered to take supposed, to death. Night soon came, track no whistle or other warning was
keep in sight the ideals that represent
when a boy, and that his father died Crabb’s place if he might bo released, however, and with it a slight revival of
to us truth and honor and virtue, makA small fire was discovered in the
thirty-five years ago at th6^ge of 76. and he agreed to go into the cell stark his strength.He had now sunk to his
ing our way as we can toward them, a
His (Mr. Disney’s) father always spoke naked; but Hall wisely declined to kps, and, althotigh he felt 'stronger, new RepresentativeHall at the new
year thus spent will show at its close
of Scott as a man of middle age when change his prisoner. It was useless to there was nothing within reach upon Capitol building,at Lansing, one ni^ht
large returns, ample rewards.
he first knew him as a boy. Scott was attempt to poison the convict* for which he could lay hands. He thought lately. Workmen were engaged during
It is not wise to waste in rash and
a religious man, and Mr. Disney stated the guard ate the same food, he sank at the rate of an inch an hour. the day in oiling and cleaning the desks
vehement resolutionsthe moral power
that he had been a body servant of and the little window through The night seemed fearfully long, and, in that room, and in the evening the
we need to enter upon right courses of
Gen. Howe. He has recently vfc^ked the wall did not afford a view of either. before it passed, he fell into a stupor, room was swept, and ths sweepings,
action. Let this moral force be conout oh the Beistertown road several When this desperate situation was un- and knew no mere until he found him- which consisted of oiled rags and dust,
served and drawn upon, day by day, as
miles to' hold religions meetings. Mr. derstood Gov. Bissell sent a pardon to self in the hands of his rescuers. He were left near the wainscoting at the
it is needed, keeping it reinforced by
Disney is a feeble old man, with white Col. Buckmaster, to be used at his di- died two days afterward from exhaus- west entrance. The pile is supposed to
constant recourse to the fountains of
have ignited by spontaneous combushair and beard. He expresses the full rection, but the Warden resolved not to
[j’
wisdom and virtue, found not only in
tion. The damage is slight, the watchest belief in Scott’s great age, and use it except in the last extremity.No
Exploring Iowa Mounds.
the scriptures but in the writings of thinks that he is even older than he labor or pains were spared to catch the
man having promptly discovered and
uninspired men, if such men as Plato,
extinguished the fife, and the necessary
Mr.
Giles
Pearce,
of
Muscatine,
who
convict
off
his
guard,
but
he
seemed
to
claims to be.— Baltimore Gazette.
Milton, Whittier and a whole galaxy of
feel neither fatigue nor fear. When is an enthusiast in exploring the ancient repairs will be completed in a few days.
noble writers can be called uninspired.
Brother and Sister Hanged.
every other expedient had failed the mounds in Muscatine county, has found
A fire broke out, one day last week,
Raymond and Ellen Osgood, brother Warden resolved to force the door, and some additional relics on a slough bluff. in the rear of the Ludington City HoWonderful Spider- Web.
and sister, were recently hanged in Lib- accordingly, when the cell door was The last mound opened by him was tel, occupied by John Miles, and swept
“ Across the ‘ sunny paths ’ of Ceylon, erty county, Ga., for the murder of Sam opened to admit the supper of the men, seventy-fivefeet in diameter and eight the entire block of wooden buildings
where the forest meets the open country, Ganldin.* On the night of Oct 12 he introduced a crowbar and thns kept feet high, and contained three skele- fronting on the avenne. The hotel was
and which constitute the bridle roads Gauldin went tothe house of Simon the door open, and, with the aid of an1- tons. The first was apparently a late owned by S. T. White, and insured for
of the island, an enormous spider Osgood to inquire about a debt which other guard, rnshed in and dragged burial, and was found one foot from the $800; loss, $1,200. Two buildings used
stretches his web at the height of from he owed Osgood, and which Osgood had Crabb out. At the first moment of vio- top; two and a half feet below this the fora meat market and marble- cutter’s
four to eight 'feet from the ground. given to a constable to collect. There lence the convict fell on Crabb with his second skeleton was found, surrounded shop, owned by Cretszmer, of MilwauThe cordage of these webs is fastened wad a dispute, and Simon Osgood, with knife, but failed to kill him, though he by pieces of broken granite; two feet kee. Store owned by Mrs. L. H. Foster;
on either side to projecting shoots of three of his sons and a grown dahghter, wounded him dreadfully. When the deeper, beneath a hard stratum of yel- not insured; loes, $600. Stephen Murtrees or shrubs, and is so strong as to beat Gauldin with sticks, fence rails and guard was removed, Hall closed his lowish clay and charcoal, rested the phy’s hotel; not insured; loss, $2,000.
hurt the traveler’s face, and even lift off a hoe. He died the next day. Two of door and refused to surrender. He sat third skeleton, about which were scat- Lozo’s store building; insured for
his hat, if he is so unlucky ad not to see the sons, Henry and Raymond, are down on the floor out of pistol range, tered relics in the shape of numerous $7,000; loss, $1,500. Most of the furnithe line. The nest in the center is grown men ; the other, James, is a yonth and was beyond the reach of Warden small arrows, a small red stone pipe, a ture was gotten out. The wind was
some-timesas large as a man’s head, of 13 years ; the girl, Ellen, is about 19. Buckmaster, who called upon him to plummet of iron and a stone hammer. strong in the west, and the fire went out
and is continually growing larger, as Henry escaped, but all the others were surrender in vain, and, as his body and These were resting on a hard floor of because nothing was within reach.
it is formed of successive layers of old arrested and tried. The old man, Simon, limbs were entirely concealedby the burnt clay. Under this was soft sand.
The National Penny Bank has been
webs rolled over each other, sheet after was found guilty of voluntary man- door, he still held oni. But the Warden Between the last mound opened and the
in
operation in London a little over
city
of
Muscatine
there
are
said
to
be
watched
until
he
saw
one
foot
exposed,
sheet, into a ball. These successive slaughter, and sentenced to twenty years
envelopes contain the wings and limbs in the penitentiary ; Raymond and Ellen and instantly pierced it with a ball. 650 mounds. Mr. Pearce has made three years. In that time, at its seventyof insects of all descriptions, which have were convictedof murder and sentenced Tfie wound destroyed the self-command plats of his explorationsin Illinois and five branches, there have been more than
been the prey of the spider and his to be hanged, and James, convicted of of the convict and he exposed his head, Iowa, and will forward the same to the a million deposits ; 127,000 persons have
family who occupy the den formed in involuntarymanslaughter, was sentenced and a boll pierced it instantly. He was Smithsonian ; Institute.— Bur/in# ton opened accounts, and nearly $350,000
are at present in the hands of the bank*
taken out, and died in a day or two. Hawk-Eye.
their midst. There seems to be no to one year in the penitentiary.
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HOLLAND CITY NEWS.

who know

press are either fools,

noth-

whom

to that class of

Saturday, January 4, 1879.

“No

OKS

G R E E N B A

ing about what they write, or else belong
the poet says:

A

rogue e’er felt the halter draw

With good opinionof the law.”

We

ALSZ. 3TSPHEN3 ON FINANCES.

A

.

and

took somd pains to track up

of

out the author of one

Now

find

the articles

corrcspondeut of the Chicago Time* against woman suffrageto which our

Stephens, of Georgia, which drew forth ing on the
dition of the country. He says the present
time

through. Aa to
he says he has
“Let

AT THE

man

nothing to say against it.

with the feregoing sentiments or

or

woman

come, but unless something is done dorses the

it

Wyoming who

the matter of resumption

of

to

will be terriblesuffering.”When asked

their oxen home papers

come out over their

who

which we

vile slanders to

to relieve the distressot the people there

disagrees

oxen signature

OF

en

E.

refer,

and

in

and take issue with

what measures of relief he would suggest, us, and our columns shall be freely open
Mr. Stephensanswered: “I would relieve to them.
i

Vick’s Floral Guidk

dollars, silver bullion and gold bullion bars,

and gold certificates

silver certificates

—Of

the

and Shoes, Dry Goods and Groceries,
the best fifty cent Tea in the city, also, a large line of Sugars
and Coffees, a good article of French Colognes.

many

Guides and Seed and Plant Cataloguessent

Nuserymen,and
much to inform the people and beautify and entlch our country
the possession of the committee on coinage
none are so beautiful, none so instructive
weights and measures, and which at the
out by our Seedsmen and

amount. I have already embodied my views in a bill which is now in

to an equal

bill

provides

for the

unlim-

ited issue of bullion; that is to say, they
are never to exceed the amount of bullion,

money

any one time in existence

at

hun-

a

Plate is a

gem.

trouble with the country is not in

the quality of its money, but in its quan-

its Colorei

This work, although cost-

handsome enough for a
on the parlor table.
James Vick, Rochester,N.

ing but five cents,

Will take nearly

_

is

Y.

The

fine stock of

V/OCL AJ7Q

BUFFALO

shall be at par with gold or silver. I

want ounces. It

dollars to be at par with each other, but I

do

also want enough of them to

the busi

markets of

terrible stringency in the labor

the world.
plan will entitle the holderof bullion,

to carry

silver,

it

mint and

to the

have it stamped and get his certificatesI

would have legal-tender money

ot value.

stamp on a bar

It takes no longer to

George Peabody and Socialism,

Query: “Why

dome people imagine that rich men are
becoming more wedded to riches, more
aggressive in the acquisition of wealth, at

mon

tobacco,

AT COST

LIJIFQ, BOOTS

will men smoke com-

when

Marburg
at the same

10

price?”
Bros. 'Seal of North larolina'

45-1

y

the expense of the working classes. Hence
the agitation in favor of Socialism.

may be grounds

CLOSE OUT

SI

OCX.

paid by the

Watertown Fire

of sil-

Ins. Co.

RANTERS

L. T.

the country about the failureof the good
results confidently predicted for

Wyoming

Territory,

among

All

“

Butter

“

Graham

PESSINK BROS.

The fine
“
The
”
Sarsaparilla cider 30 cents a gallon
The
Boston
Butter
“
That they are controlled more by princialso sweet cider always on hand at
Lady fingers,and four different kinds
ple and less by party ties than men, and
other things, says:

Kenosha

KONING.

0. A.

generally casts their votes for the best men

We

and best measures.
That while women in
quently vote contrary

this

have an extraordinary large lot of

we

Territory fre- Clothes Pins, which

to their

will sell

husbands, dozen or by the box, very cheap

by

the

MONTHLY,

Announcements

for 1878-9.

ERRORS
the

Agent Wanted.
best book ever published
ROHAN onThe
Romanism. Contributed bv

ablest Divines of thediflerent
Catholic the
Denominations. Illustratedwith

CHURCH.
x, , ... Kiue Steel Engravings

of Bishop#
Marvin and Bowman, and Portraits of the other
contributors.We being the Pnbll shers. and emthe following:
••HAWORTH’S,'' a ferial novel, by Mrs. Frances ploying no middle men arc able to give direct to
Hodgfon Burnett. Hiithor of “That Lai** o’ Lowrie’f. Canvassersthe largestcommissions. Sell RapidThe scene of Mr*. Burnett’* new novel I* laid in Lan- ly. For terms and circulars. Address,
cashire; the hero i* a young inventor of American
J. H. CHAMBERS A CO.
birth. “Haworth'# ’ I# the longest *tory Mr#.
St. Lonts. Mo.
Burnett has yet written. It will run tnroogh
twelve numbers of the Monthly,beginning with
November. 1878, and will be profu#ely illustrated.
FALCONBEHO. a #erialnovel, by II. II. Boye#en, author of “Onnuar,” “The Man who Lost
hi# Name,” Ac. In this romance, the anthor T’HK following describedLot# in the City ef
graphically describe#the peculiarities of Norse -l Holland. I will sell at the following prices.
Lot 9, Block F Lot 0. Block O, West Addition$175
immigrant life in a Western settlement.
A STORY OF NEW ORLEANS, by George W. each : Lot 18. Block 8, Lot «. Block 11, South West
Cable, to be began on the conclusionof “Falcon- Addition$175 each. Lots 1, 2, 3. 4, 5 A 6 in Block
berg." This story will exhibit the state of society 25. as organized plat near the M. L 8. depot at
in Creole Louisiana about the years 186S-4-6, the $225 each, except Lots 1 A 2 which are $800 each.
time of the Cession, and a period bearirga re- Also fi lots West of First avenue at $125 each. The
markable likeness to the present Reconstruction above will be sold for n small payment down. Also
period.
the following Lots 9, 10. 11, 12. 18, and 14, in Block
PORTRAITS OF AMERICAN POET8. This h. Lot# 2, 4, 5 and > In Block II. The above will
aerie*(began in August with the portraitof Bn ant) be sold on long credit and small payments down.
will be continued,that of Longfellow appearingin
Apply to,
November. These portrait# are drawn from life
M.D. HOWARD.
by Wyatt Eaton and engraved by T. Cole. They

Among the

attraction!*for the coming year arc

FOB SALE.

will be printed separately on tinted paper, as frontispieces of four different number#. Illustrated
sketches of the lives of the poets will accompany
these portraits,
STUDIES IN
SIERRAS,- A series of
papers (mostlyIllustrated,by John Muir, the California naturalist. The most graphic and plctur
esque and. at the same time, exact and trustworthy
studiesof “The California Alps” that have yet
been made. The series will sketch the California
Passe*. Lakes. Wind Storms and Forests.

THE “JUHNY REB" PAPERS, by an “exConfederate" soldier, will he among the raciest
contributions to .‘icHAnrr'# during the coming year.
of They arc written and lllosirated by Mr. Allen C.
Redwood, of Balrimore. The first of the series,
Jumbles, at Pcssink’s City Bakery, as well “Johnny Rcb at Play,” appears In the November
as Frosted Cream Sweet Crackers, etc., number.
etc., fresh and

cheap.

Ten, $4atearitaitatce;35 cette

a

IsTEW

MATERIAL
Just Received at
THE

Muter.

Subscriptions received by the publishers of this

at

Copy,

Offdcmburgi K.T*

now

THE

Four

kinds of fresh Taffy at

lor a

OATES 0TOTXS.

periodical la

Oranges, Lemons, Figs, Raisins, Cur-

Three kinds of Oyster Crackers

Woman’s

Nend

THAN 70.000
or glass and it ha* a larger circulation In England than another American magazine. Every number containH
about one hundred and fifty pages, and frpm fifty
to i*eventy-flve
original wood-cut illuHtratiocs.

pound.

rave

cent*
A full dcMcription,
power, price, etc., |«
Ktveu in an extra of
the TwrUn,

zine in the World.
thlfl

ie«t

4«:-iOO

Maga-

KONING.

G. A.

At » recent

HOLLAND,

Illustrated

The American edition of

and quaiity, from 7 cents to 25 cents per

pditional focal

The handsomest

Agt.

is that It will act quickOne of those Is an old retired physicianby icnts, Dates, Honey, Extracts, Nuts, Rnp
ly. Large blocks of bullion can at once the name of J. P. Mountain, whose ad Coin, Sweet Cider, etc, of which you can
dress is Ogdensburg, N. Y., who has had
find a nice supply at
be stamped and the certificates issued in
planed in his hands a simple cure for ConPESSINK S CITY BAKERY.
multiples of $1,000, say or smaller, even, sumption, Catarrh, Asthma, Headache
down to fractionsof a dollar. In this way and Nervousness. The old gentleman
we should not have to wait for the slow has means which make him independent, Compressed Yeast.— Have you tried that
and lie employs his time and money in a new yeast? It' is superior to any. Sold at
and wearisome process of coining the
very laudable enterprise. He sends the
standard dollars. Two or three hundred recipe free to any person sending for it, wholesaleand retail at
PESSINK BROS.
million dollars'worth of certificates could with instructions for preparing and using,
requiring
only
that
the
party
so
sending
be issued in a very little while, and that
enclose a stamp to pay the postage. He
A very large and handsome stock of
amount of legal tender injected into the
has now distributed over one million of ready made clothing has just been received
great arteries of trade will revive business those recipes, and in this part many have
and opened up at Harrington’s Cheap
as by a galvanic shock, and the reaction been cured by the use of the same. It is Cash Store. Whole suits can be bought
said to be very reliable, and those who there for prices which would formerly be
will be entirely healthy, too.”
are troubled with any of those diseases asked for a single coat.
would do well to address the philanthropic
E. J. HARRINGTON.
old gentleman, and have a trial of the
WOMAN’S SUFFRAGE.
recipe, which has cured so many.
The finest lot of Ciackers and Cookies
26-ly-e o w
The editor of the Laramie Sentinel, in
are kept at the City Bakery of ail prices
an article contradictingthe stories that

been extensively copied throughout

J. G.

MORE

Sarsapahillacider by measure

CURTIS TURBINE!

MONTHLY,
Conducted by

Losses honorable settled and promptly

There

for (his imagination,but

SCRIBNER’S

they can buy

beauty of my plan

Suffrage in

Orleans Sugars.

by the Box, or dozen, CHEAP.

Clothes Pins

passed/orraising oranges and lemons.

we have yet in our midst our Peter Coopver the figures descriptive of its weight, re’s, our George Peabody’sand our Miss
and therefore value, than it does to stamp Nightingale’s—who think more of the
a dollar, and not so long. These certifi- welfare of the struggling classes, .than
many are aware of, and who employ their
cates I would make full legal tender, retime and money in extending good tons
ceivable for public nod private debts. The many as possible iu their declining years.

have

Wanted.

has lately been found that the

“tide water” district of Texas is uusur-

nearly enough of them now, and hence the

gold or

ties

•

with. There are not

ness of the country

My

New

t

Prices.

Galveston Aeirs says that lemons

brought to its office, grown by Mr. Deals
paper dollar which of Dickinson Bayou, lately,weighed 17^

a

Exchange. Railroad
_

A very

tity. People may talk as they will about

the desirabilityof

_ _

all kinds of Produce in

Gift Book, or a place

Published by

dredfold.

The

choicest, its illustrations handsome, and

given by the hundred, while

and Wood at Reasonable

Shingles, Lath, Lime, Salt,

as Vick's Floral Guide. Its paper is the

but they may exceed the amount of coined

in Boots

that are doing so

earliest opportunityI shall present to the

house. This

made

Great Reduction

the stringency by the issuance of silver
and

CHEAP CASH STORE
J. HARRinSTCxTOIISr,

And, finally,we challenge or invite any

to pass

*

ever before offered in the State of Michigan

streets of

one of the severest monetary crises writers.

is

the country has ever been called

.

at-

Cheyenne with a ball
and chain to his leg. We think he was
probably and average specimen of these

some of his views about the financialcon

A R

the time to buy your Clothing cheaper than

is

had an interview with Mr. Alexander tention was called, and found him work-

lias

T#
..

nsr

w

e

s ”

“
paper, and by all booksellersand postmasters.
a No. 1 Cigar Persons wishing to subscribe direct with the pubnow-a-days,we will let the public know lishers. should write name. Post-office,('ountr,
family ties or
Fresh Oysters aiwjys on hand. Liber- that we, as before, are trying to suit them and State, in full, and send with remittance Id
check, P. O. money order, or registered letter, to
turbed by it, and we believe that among
al discount made to parties buying in
with
cigars
of
every
price
and
quality—
the pioneers of the West there is more
Scribner
Co.,
quantities
G. A. KONIN(^P
from a two ceut cigar to a fine smoker of 10
honor and manhood than to abuse a wife
743 & 745 Broadway, New-York,
cents, and are still taking the lead in this
because she does not think as we do about
Insure your homes in the Watertown
article iu ihis city, as the following list
politics or religion.
Fire Ins. Co.
will show:
We have never seen any of the evil reOur facilities for
PrintL. T. KANTERS Agt.
The
A B Ci^ar. The Head Light Cigar
sults growing out of woman’s suffrage
ing are unequaled in this city,
ii
“ Invincible
D
“
which we have heard predicted for it by ^fion’t fail to go and examine the largest
E.J.

where the
domestic relationswere dis-

we have never heard of

a case

As everyone advertises

HARRINGTON.

at

Job

&

Office.
Job

F

“

its

opponents.

On

the

and the most complete variety of

stock

contrary Us results have been New Orleans Sugars

only good and that continually.Our elec-

come to be conduted as quiet
and orderly and civilly as our religious

town,

at the

Cheap Cash Store of
E. J.

tions have

meetings or any

of

our social gatherings,

and lb6 bestiqen are generallyselected to

ever brought to this

It

is

simply

common

makd and enforce our laws.
a certain class of disease ought to succeed
We have long ago generally come to the where practitioners in general practice
conclusion that woman's influence is as may fail. Dr. E. B Foote of 120 Lexingwholesome and as much needed in the ton Avenue, New York City, has given
government of the $tate as in the government of the family. We don’t know of

a

respectablewoman in the Territory who
objects to hr neglects

to

power, and we don’t

know of a

man

in ths

use her political
decent

Territory who wishes it abol-

ished, or who is not even glad to have

woman’s help
Our

in our

government.

laws were never respected nor en-

his exclusive alteotion to the treatmentof
chronic diseases for twenty-five years,
during which time he has oared thousands
whose faces he has never seen. If you
will send to him for his searching list of
Questionsyou will see how this has been
done in part.— Consultationsin person or
by mail free. Dr. Foote’s works, Plain
Home Talk embracing Medical Common
Sense, Science in Story, etc , are publications well known to the reading public.
Taking all of the Doctor's publications

forced, and crime was never punished or together
life or property protecteduntil

woman’s help

in the

we

iury box and

had

at the

it

that

we

don’t believe a

and power, unless it

is one

“who fears not 0od nor regards man,”
who wants to pursue & life of vice or
crime and consequently fear's woman's

All

women

mach

to say that mil-

sold. 46-2w

G.

“

“

Bock

“

Regatta “

“

My

“

Jewel

it

Pet

“ Victor

“ La Alhorada”

“ ilabana

«i

“ Extra

“ Murillo

ii

“ Swan

it

“ Rippers

•t

“

“

Venus

“

“ A J.

,

“ Hunter

Remember

ALL KINDS OF

JOB PRITOG

at

PESSINK BROS.
-

--

—

that the Watertown Fire Inp.

SOLID
H.

BY

damage by

_

Fire on Lightning.

L. T.

KANTERS

Agt.

Promptly and Neatly

MEYER

A

CO.,
IN

DBALKBS IN

Co. will insure your House and Furniture
against

48-ljr

The McCormick Bros.

Homeopathic

Medicine cases can be purchased at the
drug store of D. Meengs, and

prices.

tles are

empty he can

when

bot-

A. L.

refill them at regular

Holmes

MANUFACTURER OF

42-4w

*Utr Ailmtiwucntss.

BOOTS & SHOES,
at

you insure
T.

KANTERS

Remember Fresh Oysters

No. 74 Washington street.

be

Dissolution Notice.

Grand Haven,

- -

can be had at

bought at

KONING.
Pessink’s by

who write these slanders on our the Plate, Can, or by the measure, ns well
and on our Territory to the East* as fresh crackers.

VTOTICE if hereby elrcn

that the co-partnerahlp Having but recentlymoved to hi" capacious
heretofore exUtTng between the andurMgnca, new store, is preparedto make the finestand beat
nnder the Arm name of MEYER A TEN KATE, fitting boot or shoe one may wish.
doing a general lively and horse dealing buelneto,
at Fremont Centre, Mich., it thl» day dlfeolved by
mutual content. All accounts prior to thin date Quality of work guaranteed,and repairing
will be fettled by the company. Mr. Arend Meyer
done on short notice.
continue!)the business in ni» own name.

AREND MEYER.
JOHN TEN KATK.
Fbkmoxt Ckntiie.

Mich., Dec.

16,

1878.

IMw

A.
Grand Haven,

Mich. Dec. 80,

L.

COMMERCIAL
FEINTING

Mich.

iv

G. A.

Oysters can

Agt.

THE

finutut, Goins, Siring Hubitu, Eta,
RIVER STREET, HOLLAND, MICH.

See the Agt. of the “Watcrtowns” befoie

L.

times prepar-

ii

i.

VAN PUTTEN & SONS.

In-

assert further that the anonymous

scribblers

Inclau

all

ed to execute

u

kinds of Shingles for sale at

fluence and power iu the government.

We

“

man can be

found who wishes to see them deprivedof
their voice

is not too

lions of conies have been

polls, and we unhesitatinglysay here at

home

“ Loyal

and we are at

ii

Northwest

“

“

sense to say that a specialistwho gives his

undivided attentionto the treatment of

ii

Home

“ Sweet

Seal

“ Red

HARRINGTON.

keeping with

in

Nunc Such “
“High Life “
“

HOLMES.

ITO.

45-tf

LETTER HEADS,
NOTE HEADS.

BILLHEADS.

'

»

STATEMENTS
ENVELOPES
PRICE LISTS,
GAUDS, TAOS, &*

<

Wk have had snow

lotting*.
An open wintev— 2^

How

commence

to

the

day during

the month of December, except one.

The
feet of

every

snow.

FIRST

Early to bed and early to rise,” but
above all come early to advertise.
“

Howto

Vrijheidslianiermentions the death

succeed in business:

Go

John

lands.

write it with a 9.

Mr.

Van

L.

Putteu and

sister

have

OF ---

and

Three doors East of Kruisenga’sStore'.

transacted.

Rev. Kuiper,

^

Henry Ferry, and several more young

L)

men

FILOFILIETOI&S.

were home during the holidays.

Grand Haven, brother
lias opened up the Marsac

E. P. Ferry, of

i as
of the Netherlands, has

This new itorc will keep a full eupply of the best
and finest

of the Senator,
We understand that a broom handle accepted the call of the True Dutch Tt.J'1
silver mill and mine, Park City, Utah Terformed church, at Graafschap, Mich.
factory will be started, near Harrington’s

Xedicm fertarin, Toilet Mole,

The Rev. E. W. Flower will hold deThe vestry of Grace (Episcopal) Clwrch
a few days ago.
vine services at Grace (Episcopal) Church
have elected the Rev. E. W. Flower, of
Mr. Verbeek, our postmaster has been on Sunday, Jan. 5th, at 10 50 a. m., and
Grand Rapids, Rector of their church,
making quite a number of changes in the at 7.30 in the cvenine.
and have sent him notice to that effect,
interior of tbe post-office,and some imHe who pays his debts may enjoy a but be has not yet signifiedhis acceptance
provements.It is considerable handier,
happy New Year, but his bliss is common- ol the appointment.
say the

least.

place beside the enjoyment o( the creditor

On Wednesday

whom they are paid. It
happy New Year all round.

to

An

And

Wines &

old Irish soldier who prided himself

(for

firm are the manufacturers ol

page.

with which the goods are marked insure

Mu.

G. Vyn,

that he

is

of Zeeland, informed us

Many

rapid sales.

A few weeks ago we saw it mentioned
Vijn is at present lumberingconsiderable that Pat. Quigley had been incarcerated
at Good Harbor, Mich., and started for one the charge of stealing timber, and now
he informs us that he has been appointed
the north on Thursday last.
watchman over the timber of the same
The temperance men of Evansville, Ind., piece of land. This is a good joke!
compelled the enforcement of the Sunday
At the Philadelphia mint, during tbe
law against the liquor sellers have rciali
year
just closed, 22,751,389 pieces of
aied by closing the drug stores, barber
money
were coined; of these, 10,509,550
shops, and cigar stands on Sundays, and
were
“daddy”
dollars, and 5,799,850 were
by prosecuting the publishers of a Sunday
cents.
The
trade dollars numbered only
|

paper.
--We

.

call the attention of

may.

—

Yuma

Indians were em-

ern Pacific railroad across the California

Mr.

900, and the twenty cent pieces 000,

good

desert last year, and were found to be

to he

given

continuingthe road from

Yuma

workers. Employment
them

iu

is

w

1,

Syrup of Rhubarb.

D. B. K. VAN RAALTE,
dealer

I

in

Boots and Shoes

Maine.

Rubbers, Slippers, etc.

Wanted,

prices

no

longer prevail in San

tea are cheaper than In this

city.

A

KIRST-Class improved farm, containing about Of the neatest styles and best qualitieswhich
80 or 120 acre* of land , sltnated within reach
offer cheaper than anybedy else.
of HollandCity as a market. For partlculara,in-

A

quire of

and some kinds of
groceries are higher. Clothingis no dearer, and laundering is low. Car fare is five
while cents, and one-cents coins are now in gen*

R. A.

Rent, servants’ wages

at

8CHOVTEN, M.

I).

the Drugstore,Holland, Mich.

1879. Price Reduced. 11.50

Makes Custom Work
Specialty.
D R

___

K.

VAN RAALTE.

GRIFFIN,

J. A.

TOTHEPUBUC! Cutter

spirit this

terchanges.

year than last. Tbe twelve minutes.

weather was nice until evening when another snowstorm set in

from

Quite

the westward

a

number

of

Grand Haven

A letter from Iceland avers

peo-

ple happened to be in Grand Rapids on

earthquake was

Thursday Monday last. Messrs. Farr and Lauhach
morning, when the thermometerdropped
started for Lansing in the evening, and
down to zero— the lowest temperature of
which increased

in severity until

Lee and

the season, so far.

Yesterday

were

who

in Reikjavlk

that an

on

Having been frustratedIn obtaining a partnership
in the nock of Hardware recentlv sold under
chattel mortgage by Me*ars. Buhl, Du
charme & Co. ol Detroit, I still do a
Hardware busiuesa

month, and at the same time

“large fires” were observed in the distance
in the sea,

little surprised

to find Mr. Ryan,

used to work on the News Journal of

Grand

'

Daily Times.

------ —
regret to see cropping out

We

Uanington’i

CHEAP CASH STORE

supposed to have been a vol

canic

has been very bad,

Opposite the Post-Office.
respectfullysolicitthe custom of every farmer
and cltlxen who may feel inclined to deal with me.
I shall keep on hand and will sell cheaper than
ever

Cutting and making in first-

cash:

FOIE?/

The best kinda of

class Style.

Cleaning ami liepairing done
promptly and Neatly.

have been killed by the heavy snow storms,

among

J.

I

yet, and no mails from tbe Eastar^l West.

The themometershowed 4 degrees below
zero on Thursday morning, 4 degrees
above on Friday morning, and the storm
was still raging last night. Now, we can
stand this about 10 minutes longer, Char-

rooms over E.

Tailor,

the

submarine eruption. The weather
a number, of vessels
blocked
Haven, at work on the Grand Rapids have been lost, and large flocks of sheep
a

the roads were all

Fordham went home. We

1st of this

felt

;

THE NURSERY,

our Greenback 2,350 of the equally pestiferous three-cent eral use.

MONTHLY UAOAZflTS FOE YOUNGEST EZASIIS.
readers to the features of a bill which will pieces were coined.
At a Texas hall a large number of marSUPERBLY ILLUSTRATED. Send 10 cents
for a specimen copy and Premium-List.Subshortly be introduced into Congress by
On the 31st of December, at midnight, ried women who had brought their babies scribe now, and gut last number of this year FREE,
Hon. A. H. Stephens,of Georgia,on the
JollN L. SHOREY,
the normal hour was to be fixed through- found it impossible to dance unless some
fourth page. We think the Greenbackers
30 Brumfield Street.Boston,Mass.
out Sweden. All the Government, rail of the young men became nurses. The
will support Mr. Stephens’views, that a
way, and telegraph clocks were to be young men took the babies into another
larger volume of money would give us
set simultaneously. In some places, as, room, and changed their clothes, so that
belter business and more of it.
for Instance, in Stockholm,the clocks when the mothers reached homo that
New Year’s Day was celebrated with would have to be put back as much as night there was consternationover the in-

more

HEROLD.

1877.

IT ID

business you can engage In. $Mo$20
per day made by any worker ot either
sex, right In their own localities. Particularsand samples worth |5 free. Improve your
spare time at this business. Address Htinmin &
Co., Portland,
8-lv

Ijto

Francisco. Beef, mutton, vegetables, fish

and

Holland, Mich., Sept.

pills

fjpQT

eastward.

High

E.

m nmmm
A.

Call in and get bargains.

night.

ployed in the construction of the South-

not going to build a dour mill

in that village— althoughothers

of the

DR.

I am now Belling tha Howe Sewing Machine,
will henceforthkeep it for aale at my atore
Peddlingmachines with wagons ha* been abollshea
for the simple reason that the prices of machines
aic too low to admit of any expense In that way

Prescriptionscarefully compound by Mr. H.
Westveer at all hours, day or
36-ly

are there yit!”

attractgreat attention, and the low prices

us.

and

SCHOUTEN’S

should be a

e’p**

first

-

callTnd^ee

Liquors,

everything else belongingin a well
stockeddrug store.

upon his bravery said he had fought in the
January 1st, the
battle of Hull Run. When asked if he
.iim-siM
Chicago and Mich. Lake Slime Railroad
had
retreated
and
made
good
his
escape
commenced operations under its new
Don’t fail to read the new advertisename,— Chicago and West Michigan Rail- ment of Mr. E. J. Harrington. The im- as others did on that famous occasion, h6 Compound
road. See corrected time table on the mense stocks displayedin his double store replied : “He jabers, those that didn’t run
last,

o

Medicinal use only,)

And almost

The above

-

A Complete a-sortmentof Children’s and Infants'
shoes for fall and winter, and a full line of
Ladles’ and Gentleman's wear.

assortmentof

the finest

at

Eighth Street, City of Holland.

Cigars,'

Writing Material, Snuff,

ritory, w ith every prospect of success.

dock, for which the machinery has arrived

to

BOOTS & SHOES
—
E. HEROLD,
Just received

Messrs. John and Alonzo Hurold, Mr.

re-

Sleighing was very brisk on Saturday turned home from Flint, where they have
been on a visit to their brother.
last and a great deal of business was

Sherman.

A Large and Fine

DRUG STORE, ictiew— stock:

of Rev. Cohen Stuart, at Utrecht,Nether- be a national depositoryand stand in with

new year well—

ward

or literally blown from (he cliffs into the

AXaSO

Parlor and Cooking

Ladies Cloaks Cut and Made
young men and boys in this city an sea.
inclination to bother, annoy and even atGen. Sherman writes to a superintendto Order.
tack the country people, who happen to
35-tf
ent of a school for young amateur soldiers
lie, but don’t, tor mercy’s sake, call it an be in the city on holidays. New Year’s in Michigan that a military school is the
J, IIUMU/IV, UMlWf VMWUUf
Day we saw it illustrated again, slmme- best possible preparation for a skilled mill
open winter.
fully, cowardly, and low, and it seems to tia or army of volunteers, and is absolute
CUTLERY, and many other things in our line.
At an election of officers held in the us that it is high time that the city authorly essential to a government such as ours,
Can be made by examining the large
Lodge of Odd Fellows on Tuesday even
new (took of
ities would watch this especial feature. which will not maintain a large standing Farming Implements as cheap
ing last, the following gentlemen were The aim is, or ought to he, to get the
army. He adds: “The ordinary dril
as anywhere.
G.; H. W.
M. Dan-jLJoun!ry
Dan-,
elected: Win. Blom, N. G.;
J)eopje l() come to town, but not
‘ sets up’ the boy, and makes a man o
gremond, V. G. ; G. A. Koning, R. Sec
.
Comanches.
Which I have purchased lower than eve
I have just received a supply of Slone Tylo, Corn
better figure,better physique,and conse Shellers, and ai a specialty in stoves, I have the will sell cheaperthan ever before.
Will. H. Rogers, P. Sec.; J. Hummel,
“Crown Helper.’’ a new cook stove, which will
Mexican silver dollars and United quently prolonging his life and adding to burn both coal and wood.
Treas.; M. Harrington, representativeto
A FULL LINE OF OARPBT0. FROM THE
the measure of his influence as n citizen.”
CHEAPEST TO THE BEST.
the Grand Lodge, to be held at Jackson, Slates trade dollars arc purchased as bullTinware repaired and made to Order.
Mich. The installation of offleere will ion at the Philadelphia Mint and Assay
We have before us the first number of a
Coma and a^the goods ant^waowrioin
take place on Tuesday evening next, Jan. Office, New York, at the equivalent of the new Republicannewspaper, called Vie I have just received patent fire-backsmade
to adjust and fit to over 200 different
London rate for silver on the day of pur- Spring hike liepublican, published at
7th.
kinds and sizes of stoves.
Beautiful Liue Geese Feathers, Ohsap.
chase, less, me-!iair ccnl per ounce, pa^„
LHke, Oimwa Co., Mich., by
Dr. L; E. Best, requests us to mention able in standard silver dollars. The bullMessrs. Bates & Brown, who by the way
Will also keep on hand a full stock Wall Paper at Wholesale and
for the informationof the people of Over-

STOVES,

the

Money! Money!!

.

;

FURNITURE

«•

.

ion or mint value of the Mexican and Itade

isel

and surrounding townships,that, be-

dollar under the above regulation and the

ing agent for his brother Robert B., dur-

present price of silver is about ninety and

ing

a half cents; neither the

his absence from

home, although his
brother was associatedwith Dr. Ash in
the practice of medicine, there was no
co-partnership touching financial transac-

tions. Dr. Robert B. Best has gone to

New

York city to take a special course of

lecturesin Bellevue Hospital on certain

are doctors of medicine, and are practicing

large, but

makes a

It

said that between 200

is

and

300

meri

ing

it,

1^

piping hot (nm\ Herald greatly. Anybody can see through

diseases.

wagon

-

Retail.

Bedroom
Call

-

neckyoke and

fixtures.

purchase to your
Coffins
advantage.
WM. C. MELIS.

Settn

-

1 't

and Parlor

Betts.

and

Holland, December

1,

1878.

and Caskets always
on hand.

29-ly

and adding thereto that the Spring

of St. Louis drink daily fromi Like Republican will hurttlieGrand Haven

a half to a pint of blood,

ivhifletree,

creditable appearance,

Mexican nor the and judging from its motto and salutatory
trade dollar are a legal tender, and when
our random shot of last week, which
offered in payment may be lawfully rethey take pains to criticize, was close to
fused by any one.
the bull’s eye, and we feel safe in repeatand women

of

physiciansin that village. It is not very

Fair dealing can be relied on.

CONSUMPTION CURED!
The andersigDed,an old and retired physician,
having been permanently cured of the much

While I thank the public for their patronage of
the post, I hope to merit and aoliclt a liberal snare
ot it for tbe future.

the veius of slaughtered cattle. More Ithat — especially printers.
dreaded diseaseCONSUMPTION, by a simple
o
F
The new State Capitol at Lansing w
blood-drinkingby consumptive and aged
iTu.* recently discov- remedy, is anxious to make known to his fellow- N. B. Call and aeea most teiltifel variety e
sufferersthe means of cure. To all who desire It.
dedicatedon New Year’s Day. A great peraune ..done ,n Sep, ember and October
the rao8t reln„ksb|e,ol he will send a copy of the prescription used. FREE Camp Chairs, ornameots,picture tram es^b rackets
etc.,
8. RK1DBBMA.
OF CHARGE, with directions for preparing and
___ ____
many prominent citizens and politicians than during the remainder of the year. n ^ _____ ’ , _ ^ ___
Holland. May 15., 1878.
!1 the coal tar or aniline group ot coloring using the same, which will be found a sure cme for
were present from all quarters of the State. 1 The blood of young steers is the best and
Conwmptlon, Catarrh, Bronchitis, Asthma, Neribstances, now so extensivelyused for vousness,Ac., Ac,, Ac, Addresa with stamp.—
Both Houses of the Legislatureconifened Ishojld be caught as it comes from tbe
le adornment of the finest fabrics. UraDR. C. STEVENS, Brockvllle, Out.
at noon, and proceeded to organization animal and drank while (he foam is still
ine is said, by chemists, to be tbe most
and election of officers,after which both m and the steam rising. Consumptives
ighly fluorescent body known to science,
adjourned.The new capitol, which was re advised, in addition to drinking the
is coloring power is astonishing;a single
H. W.
4
commenced about six years ago, Is built of ilood, to sit in a slaughter house for a

etc.
A HEW STORE!

1

_

,

Joslin&Breyman,

stone and iron ami is as near flre-proot as

such a building can be

made.

It is three

hundred and forty-five feet long, one hundred and ninety-one wide,

and two

dred and sixty-fivein height.

hun-

Its cost (in-

cluding finishing of grounds and furnishing), has

and

five

been one

thousand

million, five

hundred

w

rain will impart a marked color to nearly

touple of hours every day at killing time

Since we have publishedtbe whole

arti-

me

to direct the attention of

those

who

is cheaply got.

There

tumbler soon looks as if

Ninth

it

begin to enlarge, spread and combine,

it

until we have a mass of soft green -colored

are, in fact, few

liquid. Viewed by transmitted light, the

Watchmakers $ Jewelers,
DEALERS

themselvesof that remedy parts of England wheie coal of like quali- color changes to a bright golden or amber
Silver
to (he following item: “The prescription ty can be produced at this moment at so hue; while a combination of green and
given by Mr. Eli Perkins for the cure of cheap a rate. Thu cost and quality of gold will be realized, according to the po-

want

to avail

druokennest) is correct,but to prepare it

'

properly
edge

of a

coal

is

and knowl- turing industry, and I cannot see, therepharmacist. No one could make fore, what is to prevent America from be
it

requires the

skill

the preparation by following the directions coming not only entirely self-supporting
that he gave, as

it

must be made by perco-

in all

branches of manufacture,hut also a

lation and not maceration,as he directs. largely exporting country, if only
a

powerful tonic,

uumsv»

it is

paration.

Chemist.

to

me

impossible.

I

named.

_

Having bought everythingnew we can sell lower
with s small profit, than old stock can be sold “at

Ware, Watches, Clocks, A complete stock; come and
see for yourself.
Remaining Proprietors

....

®

Holland. March

14,

of

the

IFHOEITIX
Planing Mill,

All Kinds of Spectacles.
when proper- men will leave nature’s laws to have their American, who are aending out apecimens,
free of charge, to all their readers. The
••
ly prepared, a valuable remedy for dis- free sway. Amtrica possessesiron-ores irccm
of
the
finest
steel-making
qualities,
and
in
subscription
to
the
paper
is
$3.
20
for
a.
ffMfl
ulQO Of
eases whore its tonic effects are needed.
vast
abundance.
That
she
will
ever
again
year,
or
$1.
00
half
year;
and
a
better
inThe medicine is difficult to make, requirRepairing Neatly and Promptly Executed.
ing at least twenty-fourhours for its pre- depend on England for iron or steel seems ! vestment for the money could hardly be
Being

Very Low Prices.

is

tbe color to the editors of the Scieniifie

frail

River Streets.

Sc

coot.”

IN

Jewelry & Fancy Goods.

held. For day
or evening experiment nothing can be
prettier(ban those trials of Uranine, which
are especially entertainingfor tbe young
folks. We aie indebted for examples of
sition in which the glass

the basis of almost every mnnufac

on the corner of

fire of 1871,

_________ ____ cheapest .
eluding all the lateststyles, such aa East Lake,
Qnten Anne, etc., which we offer at

were crowded

is

CO.

...... _________ ____

plants. The rootlets now

to

gigantic. Tbe quality appeared to

ness
ls, closed by the big

pears to be a bright green rootlet; and the

in

full of beautiful

cle of Mr. Ell Perking, in which he des- be excellent, and the price at which it
cribes a cure foi* drunkenness,we further sold to the Pittsburghworks proves that
want

'five hundred gallons of

dollars. y great abundance. Her coal fields are
every principal mineral, except tin,

VERBEEK

Have re-openedtheir extensive Furniture basi-

water. A most
interestingexperiment, which anybody
ilood.
/ may try, consists in sprinkling a few atoms
In his “Notes of a Tour in America” of Uranine upon the surface of water in a
r. Hussey Vivian, M. P., says: 80 far glass tumbler. Each atom immediately
I am able to judge, America promises sends down through the water what apinhale the “steam” of the running

- -

U

COM

n

1878.

8— lj.

Weare prepared tomannfaeturelunsltBretoerder
and can afford to sell common ware very cheap.

We also keep ourselves prepared to du eO klad*
of Planing. Matching,Re-aawlng. making of Doors,
Sash and Bllnda, etc.,
H.

W.

VERBEEK St

Holland, Mich., July 25, 1878.

Co.

A TALE OP

LONG AGO.

BY U£LXK ANOKLI. OOODVIK,

same amount twice running.
Nmht

the Darou'e cautif,
Xltrht on tM-wtndy raoof.
The best of uighte for the very rich
And the wornt for the very poor;
For the Yulo-log blazed In the ancient hold.
And the beggar « hr auk from the bitingcold.
in

It wasn’t

her
to go with him. He had never gone
anywhere before without asking lie? to
accompany him if it were practicable.
His manner, too, was so cold. What
like Ernest, she thought, not to ask

could be the reason of it?
Was letter dressed than any guest
And fairer in the face;
'

But never a thought of pride had she.
As they gayly danced round the Christmas-tree.

She took up the newspaper to distract her mind. She rarely looked i*t
the daily papers, but this morning she
uneasy, and couldn’t settle to anyspfrriig'foher
feet, with a cry of distress.
She had taken up the outside sheet
of the paper, and thereon she had re^d
an advertisement
“ Constance to Ernest. To-day, at
Victoria, 12 noon.”
That was the reason, then, that Ernest had gofie off to town so suddenly.
Yes, she knew it; she had been wronged
and deceived. Okmld it bo possible
that such treachery, such betrayal of all
the ties of friendship and affection
could be permitted to exist?
Theresa was, perhaps, of a somewhat
colons disposition. Certainly Ernest
had given her no cans© for jealonsy
itherto, as far as she know, but she
had always imagined it possible that
at some time or other he would; and
now it seemed to her as though her
forebodings had been justified.
Constance Brown had been her
earnest friend, her schoolfellow, her one
dear companion,for whom her affection
could never be ‘dimmed; And this
friendship had continued unabated for
a whole two years after her marriage to
Ernest, during which it , had been her
chief delight to entertainConstance at
her new home. Now Ernest wasn’t at
the beginning, at,tany
an rate, at all fond of
Constance, and used to think her visits
rather a bore. Anything was better,
however, than having his wife ip the
dolefuls, and on such occasionshe would
felt

When

lo ! an ill-clad stranger
Stood in the ftrelight’a glow;
His head was bare, his golden hair
All wet with melting snow.
Whence comeat thou?.” the children cried,
But only a dim, swoet smile replied.

thing. Suddenly she

,l

!

:

the littleChrist-child.”

“ It is

Low spoke the Lady Urace.
*• I dreamed last night that a halo bright
Shone round that very face.
And he said: * Be sure yon have eyes to see,
For

I

shall stand by your Christmas-tree.’”

“ So. when they spread the table.
A chair I bade them set
At my right hand for a guest more grand

Than all assembledyet.
And my mother said, -when the servant eroilad:
‘

Tto the

aeO^q^sigM.

the child.’ ”

Then all the ndlty chflAi^rt
Were silent for a space;
But no one heard him speak a word.
Though the smile grew on his face.
Till they saw a halo pure and faint.
Hound the stranger’!bead, like a pictured

saint.

In stridesthe statelyBaron.
To view the children'scheer.
“ Who has the place by the Lady Grace?
How came a beggar hero? ’’
Said tbo Lady ttrace: • “ God pardon thee!
The little Christ-childdine* with me.”
*

The Baron staggers backward
And smites upon his breast.
Before him stands, with clasped hands.
One more unbidden guest.
“ Hast thou come back here from the dead.
Grace,

my

sister

They told you

Grace?" he said.

brother.
Seven years ago to-day.
With a father'sblame and a blighted name.
I left thiq castle gray:
But at Christinas time of every year
I have stood outside,I have seen you
“

falsely,

hem

My son comes always with me.
Or else I could not emoe. >
He will ever bei like a babe to
h me,
For be Is deaf and

dumb.

suggest

He slipped from sight when my head wss bowed.
And I saw him next in the youthful crowd.

:

to come and spend a
few days.”
As time went on, however, little disAmong the happy children
I left my smiling boy,
agreements
[jreementsinterposed between
Between the two
For light and heat andenongh to eat
fnends
iends.
Constance
was
of an adaptive
Are all he can enjoy;
But Itt take to) now; I will goawav.
nature
ature, and fonder of masculine tiian
Ami will come do more on the QtariainSaaday.’
feminine
jminine society. She professed great
11 Nay. &en.”>rap1i<& the Baron,
interest in Ernest’s pursuits, which
•Ihou shall not go again.
were rather of a miscellaneous characThy seven years of toil and tears
ter. Altogethershe grew in grace and
Amid the scorn of men
Areohonglb, in soq(£. for a lifetime!ohg;
favor with the husband, and declined in
And wVvo ail done wrong— we have all done
equal measure in the wife’s esteem.
wrong."
She was too keen-witted herself pqt to
Then followed hearty greeting.
perceive this, but tbe ineradicablelove
Where people wept and smiled;
And the Lady Grace, with a warm embrace,
of coquetry and mischief that lurks in
Welcomed the silent child.
every female bosom forbade her to
But she wept that night on her mother’s breast
change her tactics.
That the Christ-childhad not been her guest.
The end of it was a desperate quarrel
“Nay. grieve thee not; my daughter,
between Confitahce and Theresa, and
The Christ of /Good has cojne;
But he chooses to speak througha woman weak
Constance’s hasty departure from ShrubAnd a child that is deaf and dumb.
lauds in a great rage. On her part,
And as ye have done,’ in the book saith He,
To tbe least
of mine, ye have done to me.' "
Theresa vowed that she would never
1<
t fuMih.wi
have that deceitful girl in her house
44

Ask Constance

,

•

‘

)nfy]

•

1

we played you, that’s all; we found out
your plot, and we counter-plotted to Chicago

—A

Urge

Weekly Telegraph'»-I
NowhI^

pef. IndepeodeM in polltici.Brl«Bt, eploirand
ai enternlnj^ EachjMue contain* oneor more atones.Mailed,

save you.

i

But still there was terrible doubt at
wanted.
Telegraph,
his heart. What could it all mean ?
“Come into the waiting-room, Constance,” he cried, “and let us talk. Ah,
what misery! ” he muttered to himself.
They turned into the waiting-room,
and Ernest threw himself upon a seat, When yon ask for Bldgo’s Food, see that you get ; ho
leaned his grm upon the table, and
groaned. *
The Antidote to Alcohol Found at Last.
before.
“What do you intend to do, Ernest,”
FATHER
REMEDY
• Yes, he had recognized the signal aud said Constance,clutching him by the
is a certain and sneedyesrsfor intemperance. It de.
’troys
all
appetite
tor
alooholio
liquors
and
bnllds op the
followed her.
arm. “It is all very well to tell your
nervoussystem. After a detmucb, or any InternThe train- was just due to start, and servant such stories. I admire you for Pern toi liidulffence. n Hlnsle teoMpoonftilwill
e nil inentnl mid iiUysicnl deprcMNlon.
she hastily jumped into a first-class it, Ernest, but I know better. It is de- remove
It also puros every kind of Fever; pYBPEPau aad toi£
PIDITY or THE
rm _
Liveh. Sold
*
i>y all
carriage. A gentleman jumped in after liberatelyplauued. We are both de- ------BntUs. Pamphlet on Alcohol,Its.
ceived.”
her.
man Hody,
dr, and
and Intemperance
I?
as a Disease,”sent tree.
FATUKR MATHKVT TEMPER ANCR AND MANU“Faithless fellow ! ” she thought.
“It is impossible,”said Ernest.
F ALTU RING QQ.
3ft,Hond Bl. WYork.
“Constance,”said a tremulous voice
“How blind you are,” said Constance.
HUNT’S REMEDY.
at her side— “dearest Constance.”
“I always mistrustedTheresa; she was
HUNT’S REMEDY cures
“You wretch!” cried Theresa, sud- my early friend, you remember, and I
denly unveiling.
believe that Potter used to come to our
REMEDY cures Pain in
In the
Side, Back or Loins, and nli DisBut the effect was not what she an- house on purpose to see her, using me
eases of the Kidneys,BladcW and
ticipated. It was not her husband at as a blind. Oh, Ernest, what shall we
Urinary Organa Hunt’b RkheDT encourages sleep, creates an
all; it was Capt. Potter, late of the do?”
appetite, bracesup the system ; and renewedhealth ia
Plungers.
“I shall have a special train and follow the result of using HUNT’S kEMED Y. Send for
pamphlet to WM. E. OLARKB. Providence.R. L
It is now necessary to revert to the them,” cried Ernest.
proceedings of Mr. Black to account for
“ Then I will go with you,” cried Conhis presence on the scene.
stance.
Ernest had intended to take the newsi
Eruest rose and staggered to the platSupplies for I/Odnes, Ohnpters,
paper up to town with him, having been form once more.
nd Commnn'derh*.
lories, manufactinterested in an article he had not had
“Ernest!” said a decisive, feminine
ured by AT. G. LUh u <C Co., Colum8end for Prtcc Lints.
time to finish. But having, with Ids voice at his elbow.
*5>"Kn.'ght$
Templar Uniformsa Specialty,
customary carelessness,left it behind
He turned, and beheld his wife and
Military,Society, and Firemen^Goods.
him, he bought another at the station, Capt. Potter.
and then the advertisement caught his
“ Hullo ! ” cried Potter. 44 Ernest, my
AGE)
SCENTS WANTED FOR THl
eye — “Constance to Ernest.” Yes, he boy, how are you ? Gad ! I’ve got into
knew what it meant.
a pretty mess with all this ambuscading;
Ernest Black and Eniest Potter had wrong party after all, jolly row, pull the
been schdol-fellowsand cronies in early string, stop the train— Clapham JuncIt contains67 2 flue historical engravingsand 1260
days, but their friendshiphad long since tion, guard in awful rage. Give us into Urge doublo-oolumn pages,and is the must complete
History
of the World ever published. It sells at sight
decayed. Potter was a reckless spend- custody, eh? Ha, ha! Here we are again
or specimen
thrift, who had been obliged to leave back first train. I say, old fellow, I’ll
Address
Chicago, HL
the Plungers and sell his commission, change widows with you.”
swamped with innumerabledebts. He
“ Come into the waiting-room,” cried
had been an old friend of tbe Browns, Black, “ and tell me what it all means.
too, and Constance had formerly been Potter, I consider you an unprincipled
infatuated with him; but her father, fellow to inveigle this young lady into
who was a very violent, self-willed old such a trap. You know you only want
fellow, swore that she should never to waste her fortune as you’ve wasted
marry such a scamp.
your own.”
UneonMled
Constancehad a nice little fortune of
., Prop’rs, Canton
n.Mi
“Gently, old fellow,” said Potter;
her own, and she had just come of age, “all a mistake. My uncle died last week
do that, if she persisted in throwing and left me three thousand a year.”
herself and her fortune away, there was
“ Then why do you make off in this
no help for it. Still Ernest thought it clandestineway ? ”
was his duty to stop it, if he could. He
“ It’s all right, Black, I assure you.
flattered himself that he had some in- I’ve got a special license in my pocket,
fluence over Constance; and, if he parson waiting at Brighton. We’re both
couldn’t put on end to the affair alto- of age, you know.”
gether, he might prevail upon her to
“ Then why all this disguise ? ”
have all her money carefully tied up.
“Oh, that was my doing,” sobbed
The advertisement meant an elope- Constance. “ I was so dreadfullyafraid
ment, Ernest thought — a clandestine of papa.”
marriage, and the sacrifice of all the
“ And how did you get the widow’s
girl’s future to a worthless scamp. He things, Constance?”
would be \here, too, and save her if he
“F— from— your— Aunt Blake. It
could.
wasn’t very wicked, was it?”
l<be^'l,'-]iH.A!Ti[BPI1.0,Yl
At all events he found himself on the
“ I think,” said Theresa, who had replatform of Victoria station at noon. covered her equanimity and her usual
Ah ! there was Capt. Potter, as he ex- aspect of proud serenity, “I think,
pected, stalkingup and down, evidently Constance, you had better come back to
expecting somebody. Ernest didn’t Shniblandswith me, and be married in
Flrrt Established ! Most Successful!
take any notice of him; and Potter a respectable,orderly way.”
THEIR INSTRUMENTS have a standard
seemed anxious, on his part, to avoid
And they settled that so it should be.
value in all the
any recognition.But there was no They all went back to Shniblands, and
Constance. He kept, however, a sharp Constance was married the next week,
I
look-out on the Captain, and, all of a not in the widow’s weeds, but in full
Everywhere recognizedan the FINEST
sudden, he noticed that his eyes lit up, bridal costume, with several bridesIN TONE.
and, turning quickly around, Ernest saw maids.
a lady in deep mourning pass into the
“ Ernest,” said Theresa, affectionatebooking-office.
ly, when it was all over, 44 I’ll never be
Made and in um. New DesighB constantly.
Best work and lowest prices.
Potter now took up a position close jealous again, but for all that I’m glad
Send for u Catalogue.
to the wicket that opened to the depart- that artful minx is safely disposed of.
ure platform where the man stood who She shall never enter my doors again,
SL, opp,
81, Boston, ks,
punched holes in the tickets. Present- never.”
ly a lady iu black brushed rapidly past.
Potter always speaks of his old friend
Eruest followed her a few paces to as- Black with affectionatecommiseration,
sure himself it was not Constance and swears that the worst five minutes
Brown. No; the lady was of quite a he ever spent in his life were passed in
Gems of English* Song.
different carriageand figure from Con- the Brighton express in company with
New enlarged edition.
Prtqeof each to
stance-more like his own wife, he said, Madame Theresa.
Sunshine of Song.
Cloth, $3.00.
with a jealous pang that he laughed at
Fine Gilt, $4.00.
Cluster of Gems.
himself next moment for feeling. WhoBoards, $2.90
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WIDOWS BEWITCHED.

was waiting her turn at the ticket-hatch.
With the quickness of thought Theresa
ran up to the barrier. A geuial-looking
old man was taking his ticket.
i “ Might I ask you, sir, to get me a
ticket for Brighton? ”
“Most certainly,madam,” said the
old gentleman.
She grasped her ticket and hurried
on to the departure platform,giving, as
she went, the same signal with her hand
that she had seen her double make just

“All

right,” Ernest had said; “if

you

i

The

don’t care about it I don’t.”

Effect of an Advertisement.

,

But Theresa’s jealousy, once aroused,
Grind and gorgeous js the first Morn- was not to be quieted by any such preing of spring. It -is not the tapping of tenses as these. It was all very well of
woodpecker in the hollow beech, nor yet Ernest to say so, but his saying so didn’t
the nutchat humming at his breakfast, deceive her. Having once thrown her
that loft r(tp-a-tap»tap ono hears. It is influence over Ernest, Constance, she
only Mr. Ernest Black knocking out his knew, would not be satisfied to resign
her power so easily. She didn’t doubt
pipe against the garden-seat.
Happy man ! to have such a charming but that Constance would, in some way
nook wherein to smoke the early pipe. or other, contrive to see him, and this

;

|

i

LEADING MARKETS
OP THE WORLD
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OVER
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80,000

His comfortablemansion of Shniblands, morning’s paper had given her a clew' to
warm and the means she adopted.
Very well. Theresa, too, would be at
roojny, with glasshousesclustered about
it, and its convenient- offices at the rear, Victoria at 12 noon.
The carriage had just returned from
lies on the slope above. In front of liim
stretches a pleasant lawn, and ho looks taking Ernest to the station ; it should
over upon a sweet river valley, bounded also convey her to the next train for
by purple hills, reaches of water show- London. She would, have sufficient
ing in silver streaks here and there. A time to reach the trysting place by
warm, pleasant little dingle encompasses noon.
Clarke’s Reed Organ
Victoria station, however, is rather a ever it was, she jumped into the carthe grounds, shelteringthe house from
An address has been prepared by the
Melodies.
wide,
open
place,
not
adapted
for
conthe north and east, and sloping down
riage, and the Captain after her. The
Enlistment Labor Association of this
toward the. south, and here the first cealment. How should she so disguise guard whistled off the train, and Ernest
These are earn pins of 90 or more fine oolleoUooiof
city, showing how the employment of bound music,o .cli containing 3U0 to 180 Urge pages of
breath of new-born spring is felt, and herself that she might witness the meet- turned away, thinking that he had been
beat songs or pieces. The ’’Clunter"U oiled with
100,000 men for five years may be pro- the
ratherdifficult Piano Mnsic. and “Clarke's" with the
the first green leaf of tbe year is seen ing unobserved ? Then she remembered rather a fool for his pains.
vided by way of the enlistment plan. beat arranged Rood Organ Music extent.
on that slender white birch, whose brown that her Aunt Blake, who had been a
Then he saw another young widow Members of Congress are provided
Elegant Books of Magical Literature.
catkins are dying for love of the earhest widow for a couple of years, had left be- gazing eagerly about her, and running
with copies, the purpose being to have
hind her a widow’s cap, bonnet and here and there, evidently lopking for
blossoms of the season.
Gilt-edged, interesting, are the Lives of Mendelaaohn,
/legislation on the subject this session.
Sobunuuui and Mozart 081.7ft each], and other great
Ernest thought that it was very good veil, having taken the opportunity©! a some one she couldn’t find. At last, apThe plan is to authorize the President Master#, RITTEK’H HISTORY OF MUMIC
to be here, as he smoked his pipe on his visit to her niece to resume the ordinary parently overcame with emotion or
(2 vote.,each $1.8(1), and Drbino’a Musical Biographies
to issue a proclamationcalling for the ($1.75).Also, nuny attractive collections of Christmas
garden-seat.But everything comes to costume of womankind.
fatigue, she flung herself upon a bench!
Carol#,
the splendid NunHfrht of Nnug (illustrated).
enlistment of 100,000 men, this number
Bonnets are not formidable things and hastily threw up her veil, revealing;
The Mother Hoowe (lUwtnted), that will throw the
an end, and, by the time he had finished
to be divided into detachments of 5,000 Jittleone* into ecstasies— and many others.
his pipe and knocked out the ashes, a now-a-days, and Theresa put her aunt’s the pretty, agitated face of Constancy
or 10,000 each, and distributedthroughcloud had come over the sun, the air weeds, with a black crape shawl, into a
J
(Stainer’s Dictionary of Musical Terms
out the Western Territories, on lands ot
traveling-bag. She put on a black dress
chilled, and the beauty of the
Ernest sprung toward her.
the public domain, each detachment to ($fi.00) U a mngniflcmitIllustrated Musical Knoyclopedia
tamahpj. H ww» ti^e, he found, to start with a white sliawl over it, and her usual
“Constance,” he whispered, “yo be furnished with agricultural and other ol great aud punuuuent value.
for his train.] Hewentyinto the house traveling bonnet, that she might not here, and in this disguise ! what does
implements of industry wherewith to Any book mulled, poet free, for retail price.
to say “good-by" to bis wife, for lie heard give rise to surmises at her sudden as- mean ?”
cultivate the soil and develop the minthe carriage-wheels grinding on the sumption of mourning, and then started
OLIVER DITS0N & CO., Boston.
Constance burst into tears, ai
eral resources of the country, the angravel as it came round from the stables off.
If I
C.H.DiUou&Co.,
J.E.DlUon&Co.,
sobbed out that she didn’t know.
nual yield of products from every source
to the door.
The clock showed five minutes to 12
022 Oheasnnfc HU. Philo.
Hro.dwoT. N. Y.
“I know,” he said, severely ; “you ha
to go to the benefit of the Government
He seemed to be a happy fellow, too, when she arrived at Victoria. She Lur- an assignationwith that infamous Po
as a part of the recompenseof the outin his wife, who was a fair, pleasant- ried off to the ladies’ waiting-room, ter.”
lay involved in putting the plan iu
faced woman, of charming figure, and donned her bonnet, cap, shawl and veil,
“Infamous,indeed,” said Constance;
practicaloperation.The men are
full spirit.
and came out upon the platform a ‘de- “ and he has gone off with somebody
receive the same pay in clothing an
1 didn’t know yon were going away,” mure
else.”
rations as soldiers of the regular army
she said, a slight shade of vexation
Sure enough, Ernest was there, walkAt this moment, a man in livery apand to be under the same discipline
coming over her face.
ing up and down. She gave a kind of proached and touched his hat to Ernest.
volunteer soldiers, and to receive at th
44 Didn’t I tell you? ” said Ernest.
1 guilty start as he passed her, and he It was his own coachman, an old and
expirationof their term of service 160
intended to. I shall be home to dinner. looked rather hard at the young widow faithful servant,who had been coachacres of land os additionalbounty, while
I am oi^ly
oiyy going to town to see the old with the nice, trim figure.
man to Ernest’s father.
e Largest, Cheapest and Most
the enterpriseis to be under competent
“ So,” she thought, 44 that is the way
masters. They close this week." \ /
“Beg your pardon, Mr. Ernest, for
officersappointed from civil life. This
“Alfl if you had told ine in time I you look at young women when I am coining up here without leave, but have
Attractiyeot the Monthly
plan will require the expenditure of
not by
'v c ! j M L HIM jJH If
would have gone with you.”
you seen the mistress, sir?”
$75,000,000. It is claimed that this
To say the truth, Ernest did not much
“ No. What do yon mean ?”
The next turn that she took she startMagazines,
amount will cover the entire expense
•ill!
care for company when he was going to ed as she saw approaching her from the
“ Well, sir, she drove to the station
necessary, as the plan would be nomThe
great
merit
of
the
literary
and
artistic
departlook at pictures.
opposite side of the platform /theory after you lef£, sir, and she seemed so
inally self-supporting after the first
“Pity, eh?” he said, carelessly put- double of herself. Black dress, black wild-like and unaccountable,that I made
year. It is claimed by the association menU have been made as will render the forthoonuag
ting his hand under her chin and giving crape shawl, widow’s cap, bonnet and bold to follow her for fear she might
volumes even
that this scheme is equal in importance
her a kiss. “ Well, another day, per- everything! She thought, at the first come to harm, gnd.l followed her here,
to the regular army, the cost of which,
Brilliantly Attractive.
haps, Tottie ’’—her name was Theresa, moment, that there was a mirror oppo- sir, where she changed her dress for
combined with that of maintaining the
Kaoh number contains 1S9 quarto pages, and over
but her pet name was Tottie— “ and then site hsr, and that she saw her, own re- widow’s weeds, and got into the BrighlOO beautifulenemrituct: two semLannaal
, volumes,
Indians,and.......
the claims
for Indian dei
.... pp....
perhaps I can go shopping with you.”
thereforeLc->ntaln
1,500 (Wrto Pmres, and
a
more
flected image. But it was not bo. The ton train, sir, with Capt. Potter.”
redatiousamounts for five years to $249,- than lioo llumi
n d ho me Ilf
__________
ltiN|a*ut4on<,
oonaUtotlng
“ Bnt J marticularly wanted to see lady threw up her veil and revealed the
ErnesUurned pale and almost fainted.
va library of the highestorder ofFfction,
381,000. It is urged that if the pilan is
JVd ventures,Esasre.ete.. and s vast
f* f ft' f- 1 h[ features of Constance Brown. It was
He recovered himself by a great ef- adopted it will greatly reduce th< ex- source,ofHistory,
entertefmnuntand valrubwuifonnation.
j’t yotf think of it beforeft* only for a moment, and then she di^w
fort.
pense incurred from paying the large
Published 15th of Each Month.
“ You should have tol
told me you were her veil closely over her "face, and, mak
“ I know,” he cried. “ I sent her to
claims arising from depredations by In- •9.00 per An^wm^»g Ceqta per Number.
going.”
ing a slight gesture, as it seemed, of Brighton, and have just seen her off. dians. This scheme will be urged upon
44 Yes, it was stupid of me; however,
caution, she inadd bar way to the book* How dare you follow your mis tress, sir?”
Congress early in the Romion.— Washthere’s no help for it; I have only just ing-office, went up to a porter, and
The man turned away in blank dis ington Cor. Chicago Times.
Frank Leslie’s Publishing House,
time to catch the train. Good-by.”
asked, in a clear ,-loud voice, when the may.
And away he went.
train started for Brighton.
“Ernest,” said Constance, “we have
In the northern woods of Michigan
53, 55 & 57 Park Place,
Theresa sat down once more to her
Theresa glided into the office by the both been deceived.”
he deer are being slaughteredby
book of household expenses, but the opposite door. The pretended widow | “Stuff!” said EAest, “it was a trick wholesale.
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THE HOME DOCTOR.

death, in fact, the last words he was

Oysters Are Fattened.

heard

TENTS

to utter, were addressing his daughter:

Very few persons who feast on the
Neutralizing Poison with Sweet
large and toothsome oysters which are
Oil.— A poiSoA of any conceivable deserved up at the raw boxes of many of
scription and degree of potency, which
the oyster houses in this city have the
has been intentionallyor accidentally
remotest idea from what source the lusswallowed, may be rendered almost
cious bivalves are obtained, or in what
instantly harmless by simply swallowing
manner they are fattened.
two gills <Jf sweet oil. An individual
The oysters obtained from Tangier
with a very strong constitutionshould
sound, Lynnhaven, and what are known
take nearly twice that quantity. This
os the Beaside oysters are a rather
oil will most positively neutralizeevery
small oyster, inclosed in an immense
form of vegetable, animal, or mineral
shell — their native element being
poison with which physicians and
salt water. These oysters, when
chemists are acquainted.
dredged and brought to the Baltimore
Borax for Colds.— A writer in the market, are sold to the packers and
Medical Record cites a number of cases others at the rate of about GO cents a
in which borax is proved a most effectbushel.
ual remedy in certain forms of colds.
Recently a plan has been discovered
He states that in sudd^ hoarseness,or by w’hich these oysters can be not only

“Mary Ann, take my advice, and have
your tombstone erected in time, for, if
you do not do it yourself, no one will.”
—New York Mercuiy,
_
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A prisoner, condemned to solitary con
finement, obtained a copy of the Bible
and, by three years’ careful study, MOllER’S ju!['COD-llVER Oil
obtained the following facts: The Bible
contains 3,576,589 letters,773,692 words,
MOLLER
31,174 verses, 1,189 chapters, and GG
c 0 D LIVER
books. The word “ and ” occurs 46,277 times. The word “ reverend ” ocla perfeotlrpare. Pronouncedthe beat by the hhrbcurs but once, which is in the 8th verse e*t medical aathorltiM in the world. Given highect
at W World’* Exno*ltlon^andat Paris, 1871
of 111th Psalm. The middle verse is award
Bold by Druggists. W. II. HchleDellndkCo.tN.Y.
the 8th verse of the 118th Psalm. The
21st verse of the 7th chapter of Ezra
contains all the alphabet except J. The
Matthew Hale Smith's new bool.
finest chapter to read is the 26th chap1,000 Prominent poreone-menand women
ter of the Acts of the Apostles. The
19th chapter of II. Kings, and the 37th
bonaation of the >ea*na. Now it tbe Vmo for
chapter of Isaiah are alike. The longSnCiiTQ
toaecuroterritotv.Addreoa,lot
HOLU
I O agency,clrculara and Urma,
est verse is the 9th verse of the 8th
AMERICAN PUBLl»lII.\e CO.,
Ctilraco.III.
chapter of Esther. The shortest verse
is the 35th verse of the 11th chapter of
WARNER BRO'S CORfitio
rerrlvnl(ho HlKlirM MimUI k! lh<- n-mit
St. John. The 8th, IGth, 21st and 31st
PARIS EXPOSITION
nvir all Aiurrlrau oiiiiiwUIihh
'J'l.»lr
verses of the 197th Psalm are alike.,1
FLEXIBLE HIP CORSET
iIZUlNmca! la w*Ra*KTKD not tcl.ivaK
Each verse of the 136th Psalm ends
lown »tvr tHa lilna. PH*»|1.|V Tb. lt
alike. There are no words or names
IMPROVED HEALTH CORSET
laiunlk'wltli tlio Ulu|>l<o Huai. Wi.lrh
with more than six syllables.
la *oft ami fkillileaint rntitaln*no
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loss of voice in public speakers or sing-

fattened in a very short time, but their
value enhanced at least 150 per cent.
as by magic, may be often obtained by Two of the larger oyster-packiag firms
slowly dissolving, partially swallowing, are now engaged in this business,and
a lump of borax the size of a garden the manner of procedure is described
pea, or about three or four grains, held
as follows, by one who has watched the
in the mouth for ten minutes before | operation
speaking or singing. This produces a
When the oysters are unloaded from
profuse secretion of saliva, or “ water- the pungies they are transferred to
ing ” of the mouth and throat— probascows, over which a deck is built, and
bly restoringthe voice or tone to the
on which deck the oysters are placed.
dried vocal cords, just as wetting brings Each of these scows will cany a deck
back the missing notes to a flute when load of GOO bushels of oysters.1The
ers from colds, relief for an hour or so,

:

bonaa. I’rlr* by mill, It.

it is too dry.
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Splendid Work ready with 3U0 llluatratlona.
A rente Wanted on aalaiyor coramtaalon.
'Ajr Croat reductionIn prtceaof Boolca and R*.
JT galia.Send lor catalogue. Redding ft Co.,
\ Maaonlc Hub.. 7111 Broadway, N.Y. Beware
* of apuriouaHUaaU now being otlered.
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For •» I* l.y all laidliifmrtrhanta.
Rupert writes to know what is meant
scows are then towed to a point in the
WARNER BROS., 351 Broadway, N. Y.
rem- Patapsco river near the Ferry Bar by M a change of base.” We don’t just
Dr. Craig’s Kidney Cure.
edy for the cure of corns comes to us bridge, where the water is quite shalj exactly know ourself, Rupert. But we
Tim great Specific for all Kidney OtMuea. Haanerer
failed in any diMuueofthe Kidneya in the past three
think it means turning out one bass
from a friend living in Kingsville, Ohio, low.
An Infallible and nneicelled remedy for yeara. Send for ^myhlet^and eddreaa Hr. CBAlg,
j | J
Ftte, EpjlrnayorFnlUngftirkeftee. I'M VKHMaTY PLACE. NEW TTOKK.
who vouches for the cure with grave asThe vacant space in the scow, be- singer and putting in another. Of
surance,having known of its efficacy in tween the deck and the bottom, is filled course this may not bo the correct an. _ cure.
Hotfle” of my
many stubborn cases.
says
with water by means of a valve, and the swer ; but, so long as you don’t know
renowned RimciJio and a
valuableTreatiae aent to America— over 19, QUO in uao- regularly IncorporatedMfg.
“ Take a well-ripeiie<i lemon, roll and scow is sunk. There she is left during any better, it is just as good as any.
any aufferer aemttng me hia So.— Plane* aent on trial— 4*-page Ovtamxhjk mwc.
Mknuki 88«iis Piano Co. 21 K. 15th Street. N.Y.
squeeze until the juices are well liqui- two flood-tides,when the water is Chicago Tribune.
Poatoffloeand Kxpresaad
ten*.
Men and women out ot employ,
fied, then open the lemon and squeeze pumped from her by means of a small
meat can make from &1 to <15 a
Hoflta of People Are Martyrn
Dn. H. C. ROOT. 183 Pearl street. New York.
day.
Snmt art mtikiinf it aoie.
the juice into a glass vial. Add to the machine provided for the purpose, and To sick headache, that infallible symptom of a
AHEAD
Strike while tbe Iron ta hot. Send
All (hr Time.
a one-centatarhp for particular*.
juice three or six pearl buttons,accord- the scows are then towed up to the city disordered stomach, liver and bowels. Many
The very beet gooda
Row. N,,T. Belch, MUiou.Fa.
suffer from it as many es three or four times a
directIrura tbe lming to size, such as is used on linen or again.
week. They do so uoedleaaly, for Hostetter’e
porter* at Half the
cambric underwear. In a few days it
The change from the salt to the fresh Stomach Bittera, by toning the digestive organs ueual co»t. Bent plan eve.- offered to Club Agent* and
large buyer*. ALL KXPR1WM CHARGES PAID.
will be found the lemon juice has eaten water and the immersion of the oyster and regulating the bowels and liver,removes New tenua 1UKK.
lowed to paaa, all penilondaliM heretofore admitted will
be reopened,thounanda of merllorbrua
claimant*will be
up or dissolved the buttons,so they can during these flood-tides, it is said, fat- the cause, and dispels the painful symptom.
dropped from the roll*, and great Intuat low done. For full
The intimate sympathybetween the brain and
be mashed between the thumb and tens them, until what was at first but a the abdominarregioncauses tbe slightest dis- Tie tot American Tea Crapy, particular*, aend for copy of Tua National TnuONB.
an H pago paper, iMued monthly,and devoted to the Infinger. Shake the mixture well, then comparativelyinsignificantoyster be- ' order affecting the latter to be reflected,as it
ter, at* of aoldlera and aalluri,and their heir*. Conlatna
ni nnd !L'l Veary Street, New York.
all NKW BOUNTY and vknbion law* Kuould be In the
P.
O.
Bo*
apply it to the corn ; a few applications comes a plump and luscious bivalve,
f 6 orga« of thought The reform inband* of every aoldier. Termi, O© cent* per year.
Special Inducement* In clnba Specimen oopy free.
will conquer the most stubborn settler tilling it* entire immense
Addreaa, at once, OKOKCK K. Lh^MON ftjjtL. o
and give permanent relief.” This is a
After this operationthe oysters, which, 0f chaos, has other and more beuefleial results,
remedy easily prepared and contains no as stated, cost originally about GO cents | viz., the complete nutrition of the whole physiMASON ft HAMLIN OABINET 0R6AN8
poisonous substance ; so all who desire a bushel, are placed on the market, and ! cfl1 ^nomy, the restoration of appetite and reDrmnn-trnUibut bf HIGHEST HONORS AY ALL
pose, and an increase in the power of the flyaWORLD'S
EXPOSITIONS FOR TITKLVE YEARS.
can use it without fear of evil conse- readily command from $1.5.0 to $1.60 a tera to resistdiseases of & malarialtypo.
Vis.: At Paris, 1W7; Vir.mrA. lSil: Baxtuoo, ISIft;
quences.
Philadelphia, 1876 Paeu, U78 and Geajid Hu
bushel.— Ra^imore News.
Gold Medal, 1878. Only Akartoan Onam am
Why, Verily !
Bunions.— Among the bunion remed big beat bonon at any suob. Sold for
Why
be
an
animated
tallow-shop
when
Allan’s
The Preacher’s Story.
menta. LLLUaxRATKDOATALOOUKt and
edies put forward in the newspapers
Anti-Fatis a safe and sure remedy for obesity,
There were three passengers on a Dy- or corpnlence,and will reduce the most -proare the following: (1) Bind a fine
ersburg stage, and they were entertain- portionedform toa graceful outline within a few
linen band tightly around the foot and
NEWSPAPERS & MAGAZINES
ing each other with yams of travel— weeks. It containsno ingredients that can posat club rate*. Time, trouble and expenae aaved braub.
over the bunion,. sew it on if necessary’,
sibly prore deleteriousto the system. A wellMriblogthrough the Rooky Mountain Subaorlptlon
that is, two of them were doinfc the talkAgency, which funUahea any paper (except local) pub*
known chemist,after examining’ its constituents
and wear it day and night ; bathe the
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Hahed in the United Rtatea. Mualcal InatrumonU, (tewing Machine* ef all klndi.Chromoa, Frame*. Sewing Machine Needle* and Attachment* at reduced price*. I
will alao fumlah Book* of all kind* at lowrotpnoea.

and the method of its preparation,gives it his
unqualifiedindorsement as a remedy that “cannot but act favorablyupon the system and is
to a basin of water. (2 Use pulverized
been pounng out marvelous stones well calculated to attain the object for which it
of giganticfish, enormous snakes, huge is intended.”
saltpetre and sweet oil; obtain at the
mosquitoes,etc., each trying to outdo the
Baltimore,Md., July 17, 137*
druggist's 5 or 6 cents’ worth of saltother in lying— all of which was evi- Prop’bs Allan’s Anti-Fat, Buffalo, N. Y
petre ; put into a bottle with sufficient
J)car Sirs: I have taken two bottles of Allan’s
dently for the delectation of the innoolive oil to nearly dissolve it ; shake up
Anti-Fatand it has reduced mo eight pounds.
cent and gullible-lookingparson. One
Very respectfully,Mas. I. II COLES.
well, and mb the infliunedjoints night

“

specialty.Don't fall to writ* at onoe for our circular*.

Agents

:

and morning, and more frequently if had just finished a big frog tale, and
the twain were winking at each
painful. (3) Tallow dropped from a
other and watching its effect upon the
lighted candle on the affectedpart will

preacher,when that individual aroused
eradicate the heat and finally remove
himself, and observed
cure nine cases out of ten. No family should
the bunion, t
strip of the candle
“ Pardon me, gentlemen ; do you bo without it a day.
should also be wound around the corn.
Bandage at night. (4) Try binding on j see that cotton-ginon the right there?”
There is no time to bo lost when a cough atthe pulp of a lemon every night.— Yes, they saw a cotton-gin.
tacks one, in adopting means of prevention
Various
. “You notice that is run by mi old against consumptionand bronchitis. A cough
may, with perfect truth, bo termed the incipi-

A

__

:

the result of eating too much and exerting too little. Nine times out of ten
the cause is in the fact that the stomach
was not able to digest the food last introduced into it, either from its having
been unsuitable or excessive in quantity. A diet of bread and butter, with
ripe fruits or berries, with moderate,
continuous exercise in the open air,
sufficient to keep up a gentle perspiration, wonld cure almost every case in a
short time. Two teaspoonfuls of powdered charcoalin half a glass of water,
and drunk, generally gives instant relief. We are inclined to think that the
above remedies may do in some, but not
in all cases. A sovereign remedy for
tliis disease is not easily fonnd. A correspondentfrom Connecticut contributes the following on this subject:
“ Sick headache is periodical and is

ent stage or thoso; destructive maladies,and it is
the height of folly to disregardit If neglected,
il will aaauredly
redly culmiuato in Home
some dangerous
da
pulmonary affection, but if Dr. 'Wm.
Wm. Hall's
Balsam for the Lunoh be used, the complaint
is speedily vanquished and all danger averted.
There is no pulmonic comparableto this great
specific.Sold by druggists.

Well that gin was once the property
of old Jason Sanders, a great hunter
and trapper in his day. One autumn,
right in the midst of the ginning
season, an epidemic broke out amongst
the stock in this section. Sanders lost
CHEW
everything he had that could pull his
The Celebrated
power, and he was forced to stop his gin
“Matchless”
Wood Tag Plug
with most of his cotton in the seed.
Tobacco.
Neither horses, mules nor steers could
The Pioneer Tobacco Company,
he buy ; and— well, sirs, he took to the
Now York, Boston and Chicago.
woods and caught four immense, live red
Dr. I. 8. Johnson A Co.', of Bangor, Me., will
foxes- oh ! they were giants— nothing
scud by mail, postagepaid, a ouartorof a pound
like them ever seen before in this counsample pack of Shoridan’B horse and cattle
try— and the very next day, gentlemen, powders on receipt of 25 cents. These powders
are worth their weight in gold to make hens lay*
he-”
and will prevent all manner of diseases common
“ Oh, yes, he made them foxes run
to hens, hogs and horses, including hog cholera.
his gin. Well, that is a whopper! ”
Cure for Cough on Cold.— As soon as there
“ Toll that to the marines, old man 1 ”
is
tbe slightestUneaRinessof tbe Chest, with dif“I was going to say, gentlemen, that
the very next day he took those foxes ficulty of breathing,or indicationof Cough,
the signal of distress which the stomach
to town and got a big notice in the pa- take during the- day a few “Brown’s Bronputs up to inform us that there is an pers. I never heard of his running his chial Troches. ” 25 cents a box.
over-alkalinecondition of its fluids;
gin with them.”
For upward of 30 years Mrs. WINSLOW’S
that it needs a natural acid to restore
And then the two travelers looked at SOOTHING SYRUP has been used for children
the battery to its normal working con- each other wistfully, and one of them with never-failingsuccess. It corrects acidity
dition. When the first symptoms of a proposed that they get out and walk up of the stomach, relievos wind colic, regulates
headache appear, take a teaspooiful of the hill.— Rem wu/'J/e Courier- Journal. the bowels, cures dysentery and diarrhea,
whether arisine from teething or other causes,
lemon juice clear, fifteen minutes beAn old and well-ttried remedy. 25 ota. a bottla
fore each meal, and the same dose at Erecting His Tombstone, Then Falling
The famous Manon A Hamlin Cabinet Organa,

sympHead.
whicli are certainly tlieboHtof tiiCHeinstrumento
toms are passed, taking no other remetlie world, are now Hold for payment by inA
curious case of preparation for in
Btallmente, bringing them within reach of those
dies, and you will soon be able to go
burial took place in this city last week.i who can make only email payment* at a time
free from your unwelcome nuisance.
John MaUigan, residing at No. 334/ Any agent for their nale will give particnlarn.
Many will object to this because the
Fifth street, who has for years enjoyed,
The Hon. Potty Peagreen, of Tugaremedy is too simple, but I have seen
the best of health, took it into his head
loo, is a Georgia Assemblyman-elect.
many cures in this way.”
| that before death he might become so
Chew Jackson'sBeat Sweet Navy Tobftooa
poor as to be unable to have a tombV*i'
Found Cak&
stone erected to his memory. \ He acIMPORTANT NOTICE^-Fannwro.FanilSome years ago, at a large barbecue, cordingly set about the undertaking Ilea and Other* can puroharo no renaady aqual to Dr.
TOBIAS' VKNKTIAH LINIMENT, tor th* euro af
gotten up in honor of a political triumph, and purchased a head-stonevalued at
bed-time ; follow this

up

“

until all

the dining table was adorned with a
monster pound cake, composed of saw
dust, and sufficient flohr, and perhaps
othef things, to give it a proper consistency and. color. The company knowing that it was intended for show only,
the cake was untouched during the
sumptuous feast. After the crowd had
nearly
3arl] all dispersed, and the table was
pretty well cleared of eatables,an old
fellow who had been delayed arrived
upon the ground late and hungry. Seeing but little else, he pitched boldly
and without ceremony into the big cake.
He put a large slice into his bosom, and
with another in his hand started for hom A
Just as he had taken his first bite, he was
met by a friend, who cried ont : “ Hallo !
Uncle Jimmy, what have you got
there?” “It’s pound cake; but I believe, if it wasn’t for tbe name of the
thing, I would as soon have a piece of
good corn bread?”

$200, and had the names of Ins deceased
wife and himself out

upon

it, in his

case leaving spaces enough for his

own
own

Cholera,Diarrhoea, Dysentery. Croup. Oollo and Seauckneas.taken Internally (it la parfa^y hromlero t roe
oath accompanyingaaon bottle) and axtero*Uy_fnr

THE ORIBINAl ft ONLY BENUINl
“Vibrator” Threshers,
WITH WPROVXD

MOUNTED HORSE POWERS,

Thl« Nnmbvr i* nnlform with the flcrlro, and contain*
another nnrnaKP splendidDeclamation* and Bcadlngi.
1 ho nn. Pricn, 30cta., mailed free. Sold by lloukselleri.

And Steam Thresher Engines,
Mode only by
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WANT
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EACH TOWN toSELL MY ARTICLE*.

tatrodarod in 18*7. ana
no one who ha* used It bat continue# to do so,
elating If It waa Ten Dollar* a Bottlathey would not be
withoutIt Thousand*of Certlhoatea oaa ba asm at

tombstone, Mr. Malligan died. The
evening of his death he felt remarkably
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Direction*accompanyingeach can tot making Hard*
Soffand Toilet Soap QL'IilKLY,
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LIST OF DISEASES
ALWAYS CURABLE BY USING
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mad*.

THE NEW YORK SUN.
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are

W. H. COMSTOCK,
Morrtetowru. St.

baa been carried on for forty-aeven yeara as an
gether, told them what he had done. arranL
rates and _
a great
____________
reduction to
to caan
__ JM
ouatomera,
______
mailed
INDEPENDENTJOURNAL,
free to any appUoant.
ppllcanL Addreaa
AddreasNawspaparAdvertising
Addressing the eldest girl, Mary Ann, ______
dlsonaalng
and consideringquestionsof politicaland ao*
Burean, 10
0 Spruce atreat,
atre
New York.
clal Interest,according to the beet opinionsand conviche said, “Now that I have paid every
tions of its conductors in advocatingtbe good, condemn*
Warranteda PKRFKLT CURK. (or log tne bad. exposing the fallaciesof mistaken policy,
mark of respect to the dead and' myself
turned) J
Ue irorM and promoting the generalwelfare of tbe people. All
I am willing to die. My tombstone is
foreign and local newt publiauedpromptly.
Already erected, and all you haye to do
- Dnnaacs,
Catarrh, Kidney
Dueabm, umi
uaJ
:in and Blood.
all ditroMti of the Skin
is to have the date of my death cut
E &
H. I>. FOWLK
* CO..
* ‘
la published every Tuesday morning. In a Quarto Form,
upon it.” Mr. Malligan then took a
Montreal and Birotpn. compriaing flfty-siicolumn*, at Two Dollar* per an1.00 a Bottle. num. including postage. Hlngl# coptoefor mailing,fire
Sold
everywhere.
*1
cigar, and, after lighting it, chatted freeFULLER* FULLER,Agta. .Chicago cent*. It containsthe cbolc«kt
ly with his children, but suddenly he
LITERARY MISCELLANY,
and ta made up with apeclaireferenceto the varied
A DAY
turned pale, and, without a moment’s
tastes and reuulremonteof tbe bom# circle.In a word.
It la a Unt-cisse
warning, he dropped dead.
FAMILY NEWSPAPER, ^
The deceased was a prominent Mason,
giving. In additionto ita literarycontent*, the principal
news
of
the
week,
Market Reports, etc., eta
an Odd Fellow of long standing,as well
Daily Tranacript,
•!« per annum in advance.
We will pay Agent* a Salary of $100 per month and
as being a member of a number of expenae*,or allow a large commission, to aeU oar new
copies to one address), 97.00 per
wonderful Inventions.W» wua* what tea m,
annum in advance.
Actors say the hardest task to learn benevolent societies. The strangest and
Sample free.
Addreaa _
SEND FOR SAMPLE COPY.
part of the story is that just before his
SHERMAN A CO., MonhnlL Mich.
how to laugh naturally.
_

till sale*

AGENT

lend an outfit, with pamphlet* to advertise,by mail,
postpaid. Tbla la a good opportunityfor agent* to add
sotneUilngto tbelr income withoutriskingone cent.
Write for particulars to

Quarto Sheet— 56 Columns.
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LINIMENT.
OP ANIMALS.
Scratches,

OP HVMAV FLKIH.

v'KNkT^A^Tl^IMHNT was

WEEKLY TRANSCRIPT

Rhenmatlam,

Borne nod Scolds, Sores and Galls,
Stings and Bites,
Spavin, Cracks,
Cote and Braises,
Ringbone,
Sprain* dt Stitches, Screw Worm, Grab,
Contracted Muscles, Foot Rot. Hoof All,

Hollow Horn,
Lameness.
Swtnny. Founders,

star joints,

Backacbs,
Old Ulcers/

OangrsnonsSores, Farev, Poll Evil,
Neuralgia,Clout,
Spralm Strains,
sprains,
Ernptlons,

String Halt,

Frost Bites,

Sore F<
eet,
Stidbess,

Hip Disease.

and all external disease*. and every hurt or accident
For genial use ia family, stable and stock yard

it

is

THE BEST
OF

i
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$3300^

m

AGENTS, READ THIS!
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_

is

.. .wP.GffiBETTi(CO.

ULronlo Rfieumatiam
Throat. Onta, Bum*,

age and the date of his death to lie filled
in afterward.
A few days after the erection of the

well, and, calling his three daughters to-

MKNT. FUN*

NOW READY. 0

Sources.

Sick HEADACHE.-Thiscomplaintis ^’theynoticed it.

Evan., Cola

ORATORY.

A StartlingFact.

Thousandsof children have died of diphtheria this winter who might have been saved by a
single bottle of Johnson's Anodyne Liniment.
It is a sure preventive of diphtheria and will

can
we Mem

Rocky Mountain StereoscopicViews
a

-

(ft

0. N.

U.

WHEN
WRITING TO AI
v rjeaee mar you saw the
v

n t jb paper.
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Cohumt.

jimim's’

wood

the heat produced goes off latent and use-

less in the evaporating sap or water.

Chemistryshows

and why,

this,

very

Scroll Sawing of all
done to order.

and

—

Also Planing, Matching and Resawing.

ing, as soon as ptssible, and put it under

cover in time to be dry
will of course season or

when used. It
dry much faster

we allow half of

a

cord

to

between the sticks,
we still have a weight of about two Ions
to the cord, of which fully one ton is
water or sap. Such wood affords very
be lost in the spaces

little useful heat; it goes off in

sap. The

the ton of

Lager Beer.

River l Tenth

Cor.

J.MEEUSEN,

harden their wood, and

as the twig is

usually arrange its foliage symmetrically,

GRAND HAVEN, MICH.

lilLtimiliCI,,

MORTGAGE SALE.

501 Broadway New York,

Prices Low.
Give me a

call before

you order, and pal-

home
4,

industry.
1877.

Manufacturers,Importers and Dealersiu

State of Michigan, executed, acknowledged
delivered uuder her hand and seal, to
Kdward L. Garlick, of Olive, Ottawa county,

Nuts, Toys,

State of Michigan, a certainindenture of mortgage upon the following piece r r parcel of land,
.ituate and being in the Township of Olive,
County of Ottawa and State of Michigan, and de
scribed as follows, to-wit: the north-west quarter
of the south-CHSt quarter of sectioneight, town
six north, ol range liiteen west, containingforty
acres of land, accordingto the government survey.
l>e the same more ot less, which said indenture of
mortgage together with the certificate of acknowl
edgment thereto attached was on the fifth day of
May. A. D. ’870, duly recorded in the office of the
Register of Deeds, iu and for the County of Ottawa, State of Michigan, in Liber U of mortgages,
on page 346. Said Indenture of mortgage was on
the third day of November, A. D. 1876, duly

and splendid Apples,

Good Butter
and Eggs.
for

then

bent the tree will be inclined. A tree will

4&-ly

and

Provisions, Candies,

Cash Paid

everywhere.

ronize your

of March, A. D. 1870,
Mellissa N. Adams, of Irvin*, Barry county,

V/

Feed, Bran,

In August and September trees begin to

Mechanics’Block, Detroit, Mich.
Hober Walsh and by all

In Hollandby

/~vN the twenty fifth day

always on hand.

Straighteningnp Trees.

Druggists

10

Work Warranted and

Holland, Mich., October

Groceries,Flour,

Agricnlturitt.

MONUMENTS

WASHINGTON STREET.

Having purchasedthe store business of Mr. C.
Keppel, near the Chicago Depot, hereby
solicits the custom of his fellow citizeus.
A full line of

weight in drying; oak, one-quarter to two-

TABLETS, HEADSTONES

All

The Gray Medicine Co.,
pySold

on

LUCE,

Manufacturerof

CEMETERY WORK
- IN
-- -

No.

Office

H. R.

versal Lassitude.Pain in the Back, Dimness of
Vision, Premature Old Ago, and many other disAnd all kinds of
eases that lead to Insanity. Consumption and a
Premature Grave, all of which as a rule are first
caused by deviatingfrom the path of nature aud
over indulgence. The Specific Medicine is the re
suit of a Ifie study and many years of experience
STONE.
in treating ihese specialdiseases.
I keep constantlyon hand the best kind ol
Full particulars iu our pamphlets, which we
stock, and also a nice variet* of designs. Letter
desire to send free bv mall to every one.
The Specific Medicine Is sold by all Druggists nt lug dene In the English, Hollandand German lan$1 per package, or six packages for $6, or will be guages, as desired.
sent by mail on receipt of the money by address
lug

88-y

Warehouse &

great saving of hauling it

Jm.

Fair dealing can always be
relied upon.

sts.
1

home
dry is evident— as we get the same amount
of real fuel for half the team work. Beech
wood loses one-eighth to one-fifthits
fifths.—

—

Wholesale agent for Ph. Best
Brewing Co’s celebrated

Any one of ihe above articlesmade to order to
any eizo or measure on short notice and at Grand
Rapids prices.

when split fine. ... A solid foot of grm
elm wood weighs 00 to 65 lbs., of which
30 to 35 lbs. is sap or water. As ordinarily piled up, if

in

kinds of-

ALSO

(Near the Allegan Dcpot.l

nnluillngcurefor
1 Seminal W
oakness, Spermatorrhea, Impotency
and all diseases
that follow as a
sequence on Sell
n f _
Abuse: as Loss _ - - . ,
Before Taking,, f memory, Uni- After Taking.

Smokers’ Fancy Articles.

be season-

let it

all

CORNER FISH & SEVENTH STREETS.

ommended as an

kinds
-And

Specific Medicine

TRADE MARK. Is especially rcc TRADE

Blinds, Stair Bailing, Etc,

plainly. Therefore get the winter’s wooid
for fuel or kindlings,

GRAY’S

produces just ns

much heal as a cord of the same wood dry.
In burning the dry wood we get nearly
all the heat, but in burning the same wood
green, from one half to three-fourths of

Bemedy
n

Wholesale Dealers

DOORS, SASH,

Water in passing into vapor absorbs
and bides nearly 1,0C0 degrees of heat.
cord of green

erkman,

Mnnufacturorof

Burning Green Wood Greatly Wasteful.

A

W

jj.

The Great English

RADEKE & SON,

Mr. Meensen continues his dray business, and
any orders left at the above store, will receive immediate attentiou.

Heryousntss.
Cos!ue»*st.

mFRmUimMRAPEOSCQPES,

Ft

malt Comptamt,

Dyspepsia.

|

of Bleed
Scrojula.

intjur-ty

Stereoscopes and Views,

ENGRAVINGS,

BoUts.

files, l c.

Large sample package sent free on receipt of 15
CHROMOS, PHOTOGRAPHS, cents, to pay postage and mailing. Agents wanted.
Address J, p. Mountain, Ggdensburg, N. Y.

And kindred goods— Celebrltic, Actresses, etc.

Photographic Materials.

ITEW FIUM

!

!

We are the headquartersfor everything in
assigned, acknowledged and delivered by an
the way of
assignment In writing, endorsedupon said Inden
Holland, Nov. 30, 1878
42 -4w
G.
ture of mortgage, by the said Edward L. (jarlick
ing the most impetus next year, and so
to Henry Snook, of Olive, Ottawa County, State STEEE0PT1C0HS AND MAGIC LANTE1S,
filling up vacancies and irrecularities.
of Michigan,which said assignmenttogether with
Burned out b>v the late Fire wo re-opened in
the certificateof acknowledgment thereof, of said
for Sale.
But a stem once hardened in deformity
Each style being the best of Its class iu
our new store just completed at our eld stand on
assignmentof mottgage,was on the fifteenthday of
the market.
Oct. her, A. D. 1878, al twelve o’clock M., duly recannot recover without aid. Only a stake
I will sell eighty acres of splendid clay
corded In the office of the Registerof Deeds in
Beautiful Photographic Transparenciesof Statstiffer than itself,so applied as to press a- soil, six miles from this city. Near church and for the County of Ottawa and Stale of Michigainst the convexity of the bend, while and school house, at a bargain, 30 acres gan. in Liber No. 8 of mortgages, on page 606. uary and Engravingsfor tljc window.
We have Just received a large new stock of
of this land is partiallyimproved. Also Said indenture ol mortgage was on ibe fourteenth
Convex Glass. Manufacturersof Velvet Frames
the “ leaning off” portion is drawn toward
day of October, A. D. 1878. duly assigned, acknowl40 acres of unimprovedland in the Town- edged and delivered by an instrumentin writing for Miniatures and Convex Glass Pictures.
Goods,
the stake and lied close up to it, will rem- ship of Fillmore.Inquire of
by the said Henry Snook to Edward J. HarringCatalogues of Lanterns and Slides,with directon,
of
the
city
of
Holland.
Ottawa
County,
State
edy the disfigurement. It, is surprising
M.D.
flats
Caps,
of Michigan, which said iMlvnment of mortgage tions for using, sent on receipt of ten cents.
how few of those who attempt to straight
K col 43-4 m
togetherwith the certificateof ackowiedgmeut
Groceries,
thereof was on the fifteenth day of October.A. D.
en a tree-stem by a stake apply the stake
1878, duly recorded in the office of the Register of
Crockery,
Deeds in and fur the County of Ottawa and Stale
so as to eflect their object.
STATE OP MICHIGAN, Connty of Ottawa, ss. of Michigan.In Liber No. 4 of mortgages on page
Flour <fe Feed.
Set it on the side from which the stem
At a session of the ProbateCourt of the County 419. Defaulthaving been made in the conditions
of Ottawa,holdcn at the Probate Oftice, in the of payment of said mortgage. A'ofics hr hertby
Etc., Etc.
leans, and close to the stem. Set it now,
givens that under the power of sale containedin
City of Grand Haven, in said County, on Mon
day the sixteenth day of December, in the rear said indenture of mortgage, ou Tuesday, the
just before the wood hardens. Tie it at
one thousand eight hundred and seventy-eight. twenty-firstday of January, A. D.
For Girls and Boys.
boitom, top and middle, so that the tree
Present:Samuel L. Tate. Judge of Probate.
and see for yourself, no
1879, at one o’clock in the afternoon, the said
In
the
matter
of
the
estate
of
Wiilimeua
S.
stom will be straight as the straight stake,
indenture of mortgage will be foreclosed by a sale
Trimpc, deceased.
trouble to
goods.
An Ideal Children 's Magazine.
and so that the wind may not displace it.
On reading and Aline the petition dniy verified, of th** said describedmortgaged premises, or so
of Jan Trimpc, prayingamong other things for I nuch thereof as shall be necessaryto pay the
Messrs. Scribner A Co., in 1873. began the pub
-O —
^
Add a brace, if necessary, to hold the stem the probate o:I an Instrumantin writing filed in amount now due and payable on said mongage, licationof St. Nicholas, an Illustrated Magazine
both principal and Interest,together with tlie costs for Girls and Boys, with Mrs. Mary Mapes bodge
erect after the stake has made it straight this court, pnrpori log to be the last will ami ten
lament of Wllllmena S. Trimpc deceased, and of this notice, and the legal costs ol foreclosure as editor Five years have passed since the first
(by October the stake may be dispensed that administrationthereof may be granted to and sale, lo the highest bidder at public auction or numb r was issued, and the magazine has won the
o
the person named therein,as executor. There- vendue, at the front door of the Court House, of highest position. It has a monthly circulation of
with), and if you have got a perpendicular
the
County
of
Ottiwa,
in
thr
city
of
Grand
Haven,
A
prompt
delivery
free of charge, can
upon it is ordered, that Thursday, the
OVER 50.C00 COPIES.
eye iu your level head it will be a contin- sixteenth day of January next, at that being the place for holding the Circuit Court
be relied upon.
It is published simultaneouslyin London and
for the County of Ottawa and State of Michigan;
ual pleasure to look ever thereafter at that one o'clock in the afternoon, lie assigned the amount claimedto be now due aud payable at New-York. and the transatlanticrecognitionIs al
for the hearing of said Petition and that the the date of this notice on said indentureof mort- most as general and hearty as the American.
erect support of the head of foliage. On heirs at law of the said deceased, and all other
G. VAN PUTTEN *& SONS.
gage for principal and intere-t, is two hundred Although the progress ot the magazine has been
a steady advance, It has not reached its editor's
Holland, Aug. 17, 1878.
the other hand crooked stems are, as long persons interested in said estate, are required and forty- dollars and twelve cents ($240.12.)
to appear at a session of said Court, then to
Ideas of* best, because her ideal continuallyoutDated, Holland, Mich., Oct. 24th. A. D. 1878.
as they stand, not only vexatious eye-sores he holden at the Probate Office, in Grand Haruns it, and the magazine as swiftly follows after.
EDWARD J. HARRINGTON,
ven. in said Comity, and show cause, if any there
To-day St. Nicholas stands
37-1
AuUghttof Mortgaqe.
plumbmetrically,but monuments of neg- be, why the prayer of the petitioner should not he
ALONE IN THE WOULD OF BOOKS:
lect or of want of knowledge on the part granted: And It Is further ordered, that said petitioner give notice to the personsInterested in said
Tho New-York Tribune has said of it : "St. Nicholas
of the owner.
estate,of the pendencyof said petitionand the
has reacheda higher platform, and commands for
hearing thereof, by causing a copy of this order to
its service wider resources in art and letters than
be published in the “Holland Citt News,” a
any of its predecessors or contemporaries.’’
The
of
York,
BaliififCream by Centrifugal force.
newspaper printedand circulated in said County
London Ztferary Wor/ti says: “There is no magaof Ottawa,for three successive weeks previous to
zine for the young that can be said to equal this
British America,
Cay of hearimr.
choice productionol Scribuer’e press.’’
German inventors have for some time said
1)1'
A true copy, (Attest.)SAMUEL L. TATE.
Y.
Under writters of
Judge of Probate.
been attempting to accomplish the quick
Good Things for 1878-9.
J.

the shoots that are laggard this year receiv-
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VAN PUTTEN & SONS,

Farm

River Street,

Dry
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HOWARD.

Probate Order.

St. Nicholas,
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show
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PRICES ARE LOW.

-

3w

Insurance Notice.

BANKING.

New

Home

46-lw

BANKER,
HOLLAND. • - MCIHIGAN.

separation of cream in the fresh milk with

the aid of centrifugalmachines; as the

LAND WANTED.

of their efforts we may perhaps
Ottawa or Allegan Conntlesin exchange for
soon look for quite a revolulion in dairy TN
1 real estate in the City of Holland.
51-tf
Inquire at this Office.
matteto, since what now requiresseveral
hours may be as well done in one hour or
less. . The first attempts were far from
sucpesslul; but by the latest improvement
result

the cream is drawn off while the vessel
containing it

is

still in rapid

motion

stead of after stepping it and waiting

the milk has become quiet.

The

SUGAR SAND

in-

Does a general Banking, Exchange, and Collection business. Collections made on all points in
the United States and Europe, Particularalien
tion paid to the collections of Batiks and Banker.-*.
Remittances made on the day of payment. All
business intrustedto me shall have prompt attention. Interest allowed ou time desosits, subject

9-ly

solil at

my

PulverizedSugar and Candied Citron can be
had at the GROCERY of

BOOT,

The arrangementsfor literary and art contributions for the new volume— the sixth-are complete,
drawing from already lavoritc sources, as well as
from promising new ones,

to check at sight. Foreign exchange bought and
sold. Tickets to aud from all points iu Europe

HO

Hi

GIVE

Jr.

I'vRFAULT having been made

L/

CALL

Store.

trees,

and banked them u fool high, stiaightening all pressed over by winds, and straight-

ened the
a smalt

b

jrdere of the sodded drives wiih

plough. We have turned a

—

covered them liberallywith stable manure,
aud then turned two furrows toward the
to

hold manure

in

place. We do not

mulch the strawberry plants before hard
freezing weather, as we can then drive
over the beds without doing injury. We
often do the work with a sleigh, after the
first

snow storm. The

„

litter,

from

For which ihe

THE

highest

market price

W. BUTKAU,
J.

Holland. July

14.

Twentieth day

of

EZEKIEL JEWETT, Mortgagee.
w

PFANSTIEHL & GRISWOLD.
Holland, Dec.

11,

1879.

a weclc 1° y°ur own

3

44-tf

Land

stock

BOOKBINDING!

_

84-3m

dress,

TUG FOR SALE.
T

1

AM

stumps.
Address the Publishers,

pi at

anlhorizedto sell the Steam Tug “Gem’
terms. Inquire of

on favorable

MANLY D HOWARD.

Holland. Mich

Holland.

1878.

The
41 Ana

FALL AND

Millinery

WLVERWELL VESICAL
8t

,

GO,,
New York; Post OfficeBox. 4B86.

WINTER.

1879-

for Sale!

|

Fancy Dry Goods,

And a large stock of

LADIES’ FURNISHING GOODS,
Standard Trimmings, Bonnets, Hats, Feathers, Flowers,
Ribbons, Lace Collars, and Silks.

town-

$3 outfit free,
*No riak* Roader,if you want a business
at which persons ol cither sex can make
great pay all tho time they work, write for particulars to If. Hallett A Co., Portland, Maine.

300

Inquire of

{IT Tills Lecture shonld be in the hands of
every youth and'everyman in the land.
Sent under seal, in a plain envelope, to any ad
on receipt o( six cents or two

1876.

January

R. W. Duncan, Attorney for Mortgagee.37-1

C-A.SH:. ^

cally.

VAN ZOEREN.

Dated, Giurd Havcn, October twenty-fifth, A.

£

_

—

.

D. 1878.

& £

HESIOD

HOW

The undersigned announces to the Public that C Xp^flPrlceCi if sea led envelope, only six cents.
The celebrated author, in this admirable Essay,
they have finisned their new Meat-Market,and are
from a thirty years successnow ready to supply their customerswitli all kinds clearlydemonstiates.
of Meats and Sausages. By promptness and fair ful practice, that the alarming consequences of
dealing they feel confident of giving satisfaction tr- self-abuse may be radicallycured without the dangerous use of Internal medicine or the application
ail those who wish to favor them with part of theii
of the knife, pointing out a mode of cure at once
trade.
simple, certain and effectaal, by means of which
The stand Is one door west of O. J. Havcrkate A every sufferer, no matter what his condition may
Son’s Hardware Store.
be. may cure himself cheaply, privately and radi-

fed on mature clover hay should not be
used as a mulch, as the clover seeds pass
T WILL sell 80 acres of unimproved land in the
through the animals without loss of vitali- The undersigned wishes to Inform his oldf riends A town of Heath. Allegan Co., Mich., one mile
and residents of Hollandand vicinity that being it south-east from Hamilton.A portion of the soil
ty. We mulch beds of potted straw ben y present located at Muskegon, he has made arrangeis sandv, part day, the balance a good hay marsh.
plants, and others set out this Fall, with ments with Mr. D. R. Meengs, at Holland, at whose All easily cleared. Enough pine and oak still on
a small shovelfoll of we!l-roited compost.
_
store,on Rivet street,all Job work for binding can the land for building purposes. Well watered by
a Spring Creek. Price. $8 per acre. For further
Th. plant, push
re.dily U,c
particulars call on or address
Spring, and require no further fertilizaA. CLOETINGH.
EDMUND SKINNER.
tion.— '[Chus. A. Green, Momoe Co. N. Y
Muskegon, Bent. 8 1875.
Saugatnck,Allegan Co., Mich.

_

1ST

1

LOST,

Just published,anew edition of
AWml&ll. CULvEBWILL'S CELIflEATED IBDAY on the radica/ curs (without mediciue) of Spermatorrhoeaor Seminal
Weakness, Involuntary Seminal Losses, Impetency, Mental and Physical Incapacity.Impediments to Marriage, etc,; also Consumption. Epilepsy and Fils induced by self-indulgence or sexual

FIRST WARD.

next, at two o'clock in tho afternoon,to pay the
snm due on said mortgage with interestaud costs,
includingsaid attorney feo, and also the sum due
for said taxes paid with the Interest and charges

will be paid in

26-tf

HAHHOODi HOW

thereon.

light

furrow away from the rows of asparagus,

rows

SHINGLE EOLTS,

Howard & McBride.

New-York.

IV1MJ-M.

Mr AT

cheap.

day, the

furrows toward the nursery rows of

Boser Williams, R.

ITfi-.nJ.XA- -fi- -iTfi-Xn-fi-fi)

THE BEST CHANCE.

WANTED! to

Cal.

Orient of Hartford, Conn.

Number.

743 Broadway,

BOOT,

L

cents a

Scribner <£• Co.,

JACOB VAN PUTTEN.

XU) A ITS,

ME A

2f>

Fund of

Firemans’

1.
Subscriptions received bv the Publisher of this
Paper, and by all Booksellersand Postmasters. We represent the above reliable Fire Insurance
Persons wishing to subscribe direct with the pub- Companies,in this City, with a total capital of over
lishersshould write name. Post-office,
County, and
$1 2.000, oou.
State, in full, and send with remittancein check,
Holland, Mich., August 7th, 1878.
P. O. money order, or registered letter to

office.

in the conditions
of a certainmortgage execated by John
atus is made with a capacity of either 100
Ahearn :o Ezekiel Jewett, dated the fifth day of
or 200 quarts; after it has been revolving Together with a nice line of Coffees.Teas, Spices, October, A. D. 1868. and recordedin the office of
the Register of Deeds for Ottawa founty. State of
Candies, Tobaccos and Cigars,
rapidly for twenty or thirty minutes, and
Michigan,on the filth day of October. A. I). 1868.
at three o'clock in the afternoon, in Liber K of
Also, an assortmentof CHEAP TOYS for the
while still in motion, a quantity of skim
mortgageson page 565. by which the power to sell
In said mortgage has become operative;on which
milk is allowed to flow in; as the vessel
mortgage there is claimed to be due at*the date
was already full before, ihe cream is
hereof the sum of ooe thousand and sixty-two
dollars and thirty six cents, and also the further
crowded out and escapes through an opensum of ninety-five dollars aid fourteen cents
claimed to be due at the date hereof, and a lien on
ing provided for the purpose. Thus from
!
!
the mortgaged premises pursuantto statute, for
80 to 00 per cent of the cream may he obtaxes paid by said mortgagee ou said premises, Ininte-cst and charges on said taxes, and
tained in this short space of time. We
P.
Jr. cluding
also an attorney fee of thirty dollars provided for
Store on River Str. opposite Meyer A Co’s Furniare informed that an American inventor ture
in said mortgage; and no suit or proceeding hav42-3 m
ing been Institutedat law to recover the debt now
has been recently working in the same diremaining secured by said mortgage,or any part
ihereoi; Notice |h therefore hereby given that by
rection, and somewhat on the same plan,
virtue of said power of sale and pursuanttostalute
and that with his apparatus be has so comin such case made and provided,said mortgage
will be foreclosed by a sale at public vendue of the
pletely removed the cream in fifteen minpremisestherein described, to-wit: all
rPHE Fine Residenceof Mr. J. Van Landegend. mortgaged
tne following described lot. piece or parcel of land
utes that when the skim milk was sei
on the corner of Tenth and Cedar sweets, is
lying and being situated in the County of Ottawa
42-tf
aside for twenty-four hours hardly any for sale
and State of Michigan,to wit: the south half of
the south-east quarter of section nine In towncream was deposited,aud that he made
ship right north, of range fourteen west, containbutter from the milk within an hour after
ingl cig
eighty acres be the same mote or less, according to Government Survey, together
with the
lug
..
it was drawn from the cow.— AT. Y.
hereditamentsand appurtenance,thereunto belonging
or
in any wise appertaining, at the front
Tribune.
door of the Court House of said Ottawa Connty, in
the city of Orand Haven In said county, on MonImmediately 1,000 cordj of
In finishing the fall work we have turned

P.

Terms, $3 00 a year;

Mortgage Sale.

till

appar

N

A

Full line of Winter Cloaks and Shawls.

The

largest

and finest variety of Worsted Goods.

Gloves and Hosiery of

all colors

and

sizes,

Satin Ribbon, something entirely new,

L.

&

S.

VAN DEN

EIGHTH STREET

double
etc.

BERfciE,
HOEIiATTE, MICH

